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ABSTRAcr OF 'I'P£SIS

THE I~1PLICATIONS OF PROCESS METAPHYSICS
FOR CHRISTIAN ~~STICISM

This study gives a metaphysical discussion of mystical Chris-

tianity, comparing and contrasting the traditional static metaphysics

with a metaphysical scheme where process is fundamental. 'TWo Christian

~stics, Meister Eckhart and st. John of the Cross, are used to

exemplify the pattern of life and traditional metaphysical outlook of

Christian mysticism. Alfred North \'illitehead's metaphysical scheme, as

presented in his Process and Reality, serves as the process alternative.

For all three persons the doctr ine of God provides the focus for

metaphysical discussion.

The principal aim of the metaphysical discussion is to argue that

process metaphysics provides a more adequate interpretation for the

experiences of the Christian mystics than the static, non-process

metaphysics the mystics themselves used. The main characteristic of the

mystics' experience which metaphysics must take into account is the

intimacy the ~stic feels with God. Eckhart interprets the intimacy

through an ontological union which occurs on God's transcendent level of

existence. St. John suggests that no ontological union occurs but that

mystical experience is a volitional transformation. Whitehead's

metaphysical categories do not allOW' for an ontological union but do

provide a conception of God and a model of human experience where a very

intimate relation is possible between the ~stic and God. I argue that
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vmitehead's Vlew of God as relative, changing, and interactlng WiL~ the

world, more adequately represents what the mystics experlence than the

view of God as non-relative, static, and metaphyslcally distinct from

the world, which characterizes the theologies of the ~Tstics L~ernselves.

r·1a.rshall n. sreedirio
Philosophy Department
Colorado State University
For~ Collins, Colorado 80523
Fall, 1982
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T
.J... INTRODucrroN

One question that reaches deeply into the nature of the discipline

of the philosophical study of religion is the relation betvJeen

metaphysics and theology. Any pt.ilosophy presupposes certain categories

of thought through which reality is understood. ~~taphysics is the

segment of philosophy that articulates categories intended to describe

the fundamental nature of reality and which seeks to construe principles

that apply to all facets of experi.ence, Thus human exper ience is the

starting poirrt ir, the development of Co. rnetuphysical scheme. 1m adequate

metaphysics must cogently account for all types of experience and remain

self-consistent. The t}~s of experience which must be taken into

account include ordinary sense perceptions, phenomena derived from

sci~ntific investigation and experimentation, and general intuitions of

the nat~re of reality. Science unveils a dimension of reality which

cannot be detected througt the senses alone. Chemists, for example, can

convincingly argue that the material world is composed of atoms,

themselves so infinitesimal that they are beyond sense perceptions.

These entities which are not experienced directly are an important part

of our understanding of the [hysical worLd, Metaphysics cannot ignore

such information. Neither can metaphysics neglect the intuitions that

some persons have about. the worId, Such intuitions reflect an awarenees

about reality which cannot, necessurily be reduced to specific sense

perceptions. Religious experiences also bear on metaphysical

speculation. ReligiouE experiences are of many types. They can vary
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from intense, ecstatic episodes to general intuitions like those

mentioned above. The present discussion concerns the ability of

metaphysics to account for a certain type of religious experience, that

of the Christian mystics.

A point relevant to the relation between metaphysics and religion

is that the categories ingrained 1n the thought patterns of persons at

least partially shape the interpretation of their experiences.

~etaphysical assumptions directly affect how one expresses his

understanding of the world. otten metaphysical assumptions are not

questioned or even fully realized. But if these assumptions are

recognized or made explicit, intellectual endeavors will often be seen

to be based upon the metaphysical categories that happen to prevail at

any given time and culture and that have not been given sufficient

critical attention. A benefit of studying metaphysics is that this

study can enable us to analyze the assumptions accepted in a school of

thought and to assess their appropriateness ana adequacy. It is

possible that some metaphysical principles nay be more adequate than

others as a basis for the interpretation of certain types of experience.

The present discussion centers on this possibility.

Religion imposes an extra burden on metaphysical speculation.

Philosophers who formulate metaphysical schemes often concern themselves

primarily with sensory experience of the world. But same persons have

religious intuitions which have a profound effect on the interpretation

of their experiences. In the West these intuitions have been

traditionally interpreted as implying a belief in God. Christian

theology articulates this belief in God through accepted metaphysical

principles and religious language.
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Traditionally Christian theology has interpreted its under2tanding

of reality through a belief system based on the prevailing concepts of

Western philosophy, which have been dominated by a rretaphysics of being.

Static categories have bee~ imposed on Christian theolO9Q' fran1 its

inception, shaping even its concept of God.

The categor~y of substance exemplifies the influence of static

metaphyslcs on Christiar. theology. Substance epitorr.izes static thought.

In its most common definition, substance is the substratum of any given

thing. It is that which endures unchanged in its 'essential' character,

even as changes occur. Aristotle first promulgated the doctrine of

substance, and it has had profound influence on the Western

philosophical tradition since his time.

Christianity has thoroughly integrated the belief in substance into

its theology. Throughout the history of the Christian church substance

has teen associated with orthodox doctrine. For example, the fourth and

fifth century doctrines of the status of Christ and of the Roman

catholic doctrine of the cuch&rist, two central aspects of Christianity,

are directly grounded in the belief in substance. From the time of the

early church councils of Nicea, COnstantinople, and Chalcedon the status

of Christ has been understood in substantialist terms. These early

councils defined the status of Christ in the Trinity in terms of a

substantial relationship. The Catholic Church's doctrine of the

Eucharist, transsubstantiation, also requires belief in substance. To

explain the real presence of Christ in the bread and wine, these

elements are considered in substance/attribute categories. Thus

understood, the attributes of the bread and wine remain the same when

consecrated, but the substance itself is changed into the spiritual
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substance of Christ's body and blood.
(1)

Despite this historical dependence of Christian theology on static,

substantialist metaphysics, many theologians assert that a metaphysics

based on process categories supplies a better foundation on which

Christian theology can be built. Process metaphysics ascribes reality

in categories which will give a more fundamental role to change, as over

against permanence or static being. Process theology articulates

Christian beliefs through a process metaphysics.

A metaphysical scheme based on process principles was formulated by

Alfred North Whitehead in his Process .and Realit,y. In this work,

Whitehead challenges the static and substantialist rretaphysics that has

dominated Western philosophy. Christian theologians, such as David

Griffin, John Cobb, Jr., and many others, have used Whitehead's thought

as a basis for articulating a process theology. ~1any aspects of

Christianity have been interpreted with the categories of process

thought. The aspect of Christian thought and experience that concerns

this discussion is that of Christian ~sticism.

The study of Christian mysticism reveals a complex relation between

religious experience, doctrines, and metaphysical assumptions. The

writings of the ~stics reflect these three factors, and possibly

others. A mystic, like any other person, has metaphysical assumptions

which define how he interprets all his experiences. Christian mystics

also adhere to the basic tenets of Christian doctrine. The religious

experience must be articulated through both a general metaphysical

(1) For a view of the eucharist from a process perspective see
Thones Dicken, 'Process Philosophy and the Real Presence,' .n:.e
Journal .Qf. Ecumenical Studies, Vol. 6, No.1, 1969.
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scheme and through the established doctrines of the faith. There is no

doubt that there is some influence of metaphysical assumptions on the

articulation of mystical experience. What is not certain is the degree

of this influence. One possibility is that one's metaphysical

assLUnptions influence only the interpretation of mystIcal experience.

But is is also possible that these assumptions snape the experience

itself. This issue bears Important.ly on the topic at hand and will be

discussed in due course.

Within Christianity there are some individuals who are classified

as ~·stics. Christian mystics have much in common with the mainstream

of Christianity, but have Important; traits which set them apart. Since

mystics still claim to be Christian, they hold in common the basic

faith, doctrines, and practices of other Christians. The life of the

Christian mystic is dominated by personal religious experience. But

this is not enough to distinguish theIT, from other Cnristian groups such

as the Pietists. What distinguishes TI¥stical Christians is that they

cultivate a lifestyle that will nurture ongoing religlous experiences

which they invariably interpret as some type of union with God. Other

Christians may claim an experiential intimacy with God, but only the

mystics claim an intensity of intimaef that joins them, in some manner,

with God. Christian mystics also usually claim that they gain insight

into the nature of God through their spiritual experiences. This seems

to claim some cognitive content for mystical experience, though the

mystics always insist that the content is not within the realm of the

discursive intellect.

The pattern of life of the mystics which nurtures their experiences

is one of contemplation. The association between the terms '~stic' and
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'contemplative' is so close that they are almost synonymous. Christian

contemplatives lead 2 life of prayer and devotion, usually set apart

from the secular world. The monastic orders of the Catholic church have

provided the environment for Christian contemplatives. If there is a

distinction to be made between contemplatives and mystics, that

distinction lies in the intensity of their religious experiences and in

the degree of intimacy claimed with God. It is true that not all

Christian contemplatives would call their experiences a spiritual union

with God. It is also true that not all the contemplatives within the

religious orders attain ~stical heights of experience. But the goal of

all contemplatives is some degree of spiritual intimacy.

The monastic movement was highly conducive to the contemplatives of

early Christianity. Even in its later deval.opmerrt, Christian mysticism

has been mostly confined to the monastic elements of the Church. In the

early Eastern church, monks such as Antony of Egypt, in the fourth

century, led a contemplative life of extreme asceticism and established

a way of life that was followed by many later contemplatives. The

contemplative life was established in the Western church by church

fathers such as st. Augustine of Hippo and st. Benedict of Nursea.

~any early Christian monks learned the type of contemplation which is

the essence of Christian mysticism in these early monasteries, although

the speculative theology usually associated with more advanced m¥sticism

had not yet fUlly developed. After about the twelth century,

individuals such as Peter Damian, Bernard of Clairvaux, and Hugo of St.

Victor emerged from the monasteries of the Western church and initiated

great reforms in the contemplative orders.
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The mendicant orders also nourished the development of mysticism

within the Church. These orders practiced communal as well as

individual poverty, and individuals in the orders often had to beg for

alms to support themselves. The Franciscans and the Dorr~nicans werE the

two most important mendicant orders. Out of the Dorrtinican oreer came c

distinctive ty~ of Germarl ffijsticisn l with leaders such as Meister

Eckhart, Heinrich Suso, and Johann 1auler. Thomas fA Ke~pis also

emergec about tr.is time with nis farrous writing, ImltatioD ~ Christ.

The monastic orders in Spain also produced mystics. St. John of

the Cross and St. 1eresa of Avilla were in the caLmelite order in

sixteenth century Spain. They led a mystical life that has had great

ir£luencE on Cbristianity. These Spanish mystics were connected with

the Catholic Reformation, which also brought about the French School of

mysticism, vJith such notable individuals as Pierre de Burulle and St.

Vincent de Paul.

The following chapters present a discussion of the metaphysical

dimension of Christian ~sticism. The final goal will be to assess the

possibility of a Christian mysticism based on a villiteheadian process

metaphysic. It is true that Christian mysticism historically has been

based on static, substantialist metaphysics. The question of how a

process understanding might express the intimate religious encounters of

the Christian mystics is raised when process theology and Christian

mysticism meet.

The discussion will center around the doctrine of God. In whatever

metaphysical scheme that underlies a Christian theology, the

understanding of God is central. It will be of interest first to

investigate haw mystics have understood God, given their religious
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experiences and their metaphysical categories. Next, a view of God from

a process perspective will be presented. The metaphysics of these two

views of God will then be compared and contrasted. Finally, I will

consider the question of whether the process understanding of God is

adequate to the type of religious experience that finds expression in

Christian mysticism, using the doctrine of God as a focal point for

comparison and contrast.

Two outstanding Christian mystics will serve as examples of the

static, substantialist thinking which has traditionally prevailed in

Christian theology. These are Meister Eckhart, a Dominican who lived in

medieval Germany and St. John of the Cross, the sixteenth century

Spanish Carmelite. These two are excellent examples for this

discussion, for several reasons. The highly intellectual ~sticism that

Eckhart espoused contrasts with the emotional and passionate life of st.

John. Eckhart and St. John each developed an understanding of God that

offers interesting variations from the other, even though both are

almost universally classified as being mystical. Discussing these two

will give a broader perspective on Christian mysticism than would ?

discussion of only one mystic, or of two more similar Christian mystics.

Eckhart and st. John represent distinct contrasts despite their

common contemplative lifestyles. Eckhart brings to Christian mysticism

a keen intellectual and explicitly metaphysical perspective. He was as

much a philosopher as a mystic, thus creating a ~stical theology based

on well-reasoned principles. St. John of the Cross represents a more

passionate type of Christian TI¥sticism. 'Ihe II¥stical path he traveled

was solitary, strenuous, and very spiritual. Although St. John was also

trained in theology, he did not produce an explicitly philosophical
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theology. His writing concentrates on the instruction and description

of the contemplative experience rather than on metaphysics. It is

possible, however, to extract metaphysical principles from his theology.

Much of the practice of St. John's spirituality and the ITain tenets of

his theology have pervaded the contemplative mor~stic orders. He thus

presents a Christian ~'sticism that represents a broad and important

part of the Christian tradition.

My discussion of these two Christian mystics aims to give a general

perspective on what mysticism is like in Cnristianity. Meister Eckhart

will be treated in Chapter II and st. John of the Cross in Chapter III.

I will provide biographical and historical background for both men in

order to illustrate the practical aspects of the mystical life. An

acquaintance with the indvidual ~stic's life helps make his theology

and metaphysics more understandable. Following the biographical

discussions, I will present the concepts related to God in each man's

theology so as to focus the metaphysical discussion and to draw out the

principles which characterize the thought of each.

By way of contrast with the doctrines of God assented to by Eckhart

and St. John of the Cross, the process-oriented understanding of God in

vfuitehead's metaphysics will be presented in Chapter TV. ~fuitehead's

Process and Reality will be the key source. Though Whitehead did not

explicitly define the God of his speculative metaphysical scheme as the

God of Christianity, many Christian process theologians have used

Whitehead's scheme as the basis for their rendering of the concept of

God. vfuitehead's doctrine of God will provide the focus for drawing out

his basic metaphysical position.
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Chapter V will comp:::.re and contrast the metaphysics of the

traditional Christian contemplatives with that of vfuitehead. It will be

of interest here to compare the nature of GoG implied by each of the

oppos.inq metaphysical systems. The strengths and weaknesses of these

metaphysics in relating to mystical e}~riences of the Christian God

will be discussed. Here I aim to integrate process theology and

Christian mysticism. I will discuss hoe a \'illiteheadian understanding of

God would fit into the spiritual experiences of the Christian

contemplatives. The key issue is whether a process metaphysics might be

more adequate to experiences of profound spiritual intimacy than the

static metaphysics which has traditionally prevailed.



II. MEISTER ECKHART

Meister Eckhart has been the focus of muct att2ntion in the study

of Christian ~~sticism. Though he lived seven hundred years ago t t~e

study of Eckhart's thought is still L~rtant because it err~dies a

theological and rret.aphyaical posi t ion that has had much influence on

~~stical Christianity since his time. Thi£ study of Eckhart will

concentrate on his doctrine of God, b~t I will first give a brief

introduction to his life and works and to some of his general

metaphysical concepts. Eckhart has bec~e a classic example of

Christian mysticiS8 who especially lends himself to theological inquiry

in that he was at once a clear-thinking theologian and a passionate

exponent of the mysti cal pa th.

Historical Background and Biography

To understand the thought of Eckhart, one must kn~1 something about

his world and times. Johannes Eckhart was born in the year 1260 to a

family of relatively high status. He was the son of the steward of a

feudal castle in the Thuringian forest in medieval Gerrrany, At this

time Europe provided a unique intellectual atmosphere. St. Thomas

Aquinas died about a year after Eckhart entered the Dominican order.

Scholasticism dominated the theology of the time. The Dominican order

itself, to which Thcrnas l'quinas also belonged, was at its peak when

Eckhart became a member. But the Franciscan order, established only

about ten years prior to the Daninican, was in ccmpet.i t i.on and conflict
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with the Domir~can order. Dante was a contemporary of Eckhart, although

they probably never met. Tne decline of feudalism, the revival of trade

and cornnerce, and the growth of t.owns reflect tbe econanic trends of the

time. Along with these developments came greater interest in education,

which drew cjildren of the nobility such as Eckhart to the religious

orders. Toe Dosinican order was especially attractive. This order did

not usually accept novices under the age of fifteen, so we presume that

Eckhart was at least this age upon entering the Dominican monaste~7 at

Erfurt. Here he made his novitiate and worked on his early studies.

Eckhart's higher education began at about age seventeen when he was

sent to Paris to be a student of the arts. In 1280, at the age of

twenty, he was sent tc the Dominican Studium Generale in Cologne,

founded by st. Albert fJ'.iCl.gnus, to study theology. From 1293-1294 he was

again at Paris where he lectured on the Sentences of Peter Lombard,

which was pa.rt of the usual course of study in the University, and

prepared himself for his master's degree in theology. In Paris, he

lived in the Domir.ican house of St. Jacques where Tharas lquinas had

resided only a generation before.
(1)

Eckhart's energies thereafter were directed to administrative as

well as theological duties. He returned to Erfurt where he was named

prior to the Dominican house there, and was later given the

responsibility of Vicar General of Thuringia. About 1300 he returned

again to Paris and graduated as Master of sacred theology in 1302, after

which he was Called Meister (or ~Bster) Eckhart. It is not clear why

(1) See Introduction to l~ister Eckhart, Parisian Questions £DQ
Prologues, trans. by Armand A. ~~urer, (Toronto: Pontifical Insti
tute of ~~diaeval Studies, 1974), p. 9.
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the title stuck in Eckhart's case and not with others who received the

same degree. It is possible that Eckhart referred to himself in this

way, and that this name was then used by his earlier followers.
(2)

At

this time he also became a Regent ~aster and held the Dominican chair of

theology for foreigners. Gonsalvo of Spain held the Franciscan chair as

Regent ~Bster, and it was with him that Eckhart would debate the

theological issues separating the Dominicans and Franciscans.
(3)

It

was indeed an honor for Eckhart to be taken from administrative

responsibilities at Erfurt to defend his order at the University in

Paris. In 1303 Eckhart once again returned to the administration of the

Dominican order, first as Provincial ~dnister of sacony and then as

Vicar General of Bohemia. Later, in 1310, he was elected as Provincial

Minister of all Alerninnia. (4) This last election was not confirmed.

Instead Eckhart was sent back to Paris in 1311 to lecture at the Studium

Generale. This stay at Paris lasted only until the year 1314, when he

became Professor of Theology at Strasburg, and a lector in the Dominican

convent there. Eckhart remained at Strasburg at least until the year

1320, and served as preacher and spiritual leader to the lay people as

well as those committed to the religious life. His reputation spread

widely while he was at Strasburg, and he acquired many sincere

follCMers. His theology appealed especially to nunneries, where

mystical teaching was accepted and more popular than at monasteries.

(2) See Introduction to, Meister Eckhart: A Modern Translation,
trans. by Haymond B. Blakney, (New York: Harper Torchoooks, 1941),
p. xix.

(3) James ~1. Clark, .TIle. Great GerrraD Mystics, (Folcroft PA: Fol
croft Press, 1941), p. 9.

(4)
Clark, p. 9.
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Sometime after 1321 he returned to the Studium Generale in Cologne to

teach and remained there until approximately 1326.

The latter pert of Meister Eckhart's life was complicated by his

confrontation with the infamous Inquisition. In 1326 the Archbishop of

Cologne, Henry of Viniburg, called him before the tribunal of the

Inquisition to answer charges of heresy. This action was apparently an

extension of the Dominican-Fra~ciscanconflict. Eckhart was the most

against their rival mendicant order. Their bitterness was

outstanding

the sUbject

embittered

Dominican in Gennany at the time. His popuLar i.ty made him

of attack from the Franciscans, who were generally

further aggravated by the swift canonization of Thanas Aquinas, which

(5)was seen as a major boost for the fX)minicans. The Archbishop who

accused Eckhart was a Franciscan, but the person who was assigned to

investigate him, a Dominican named Nicholas of Strasburg, readily

acquitted him after hearing Eckhartts arguments against the charges-

quite to the Archbishop's displeasure. Then the Inquisition accused

Eckhart a second time, this time at the hands of two Franciscans, who

compiled a list of errors extracted from Eckhart's sermons and writings.

In response to these accusations Eckhart wrote his famous Defense, and

on February 13, 1327, in the Dominican church in Cologne, he publ i c.ly

answered the charges. Immediately thereafter he set out to Avignon to

personally plead his case with the P0I?e, his right as a Daninican

according to the Libertas Rornanas. But he died before the conclusion of

his trial. Pope John XXII, on March of

twenty-eight of Eckhart's propositions.

(5)
Blakney, p. xxiii.

1329, posthumously condemned

Seventeen of these were labeled
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as heresy, while the other eleven were deemed consistent with Catholic

teaching if accompanied with proper explanation.

The formal conderrnation ended much of the official ir£luenoe of

Eckhart's teaching but did not seriously mar his personal reputation.

The exile of the papacy to Avignon mitigated the influence of the papacy

an the eyes of the GeI"ITSn popul.ace , Pope John himself was probably

lli,der pressure by the Franciscans to conde~~ Eckhart's teachings. The

twenty-eight disputed propositions were only a small part of the

original Eckhart material scrutinized by the Inq0isition, leaving a

great deal free from official controversy.

Meister Eckhart wrote in both German and Latin. His more formal

treatises were in Latin, and his sermons and less formal spiritual

writings he wrote in Gerwan. His German writings, though less rigorous

philosophically, demonstrate the implications for everyday living of the

theology laid down in his Latin works. Among his Latin works are: a

commentary on Peter Lombard's Sentences, of which only the introduction

survives a a treatise on the Lord 1 s Prayer entitled Pater Noster, several

commentaries on Scripture, i.e., two on Genesis, one on Exodus,

Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom, and the Gospel of John; his Defense, and his

uncompleted ~ Tripartituro. In German many of his sermons and his

instructive writings, lhe EQQk ~ Divine CQITiort and ~ lIistocrat

(which were probably intended as one work), Talks Qf Instruction, and

About Disinterest have survived.

Scholars have carefully preserved and edited Eckhart's works. His

German works were orisinally edited and published by Franz Pfeiffer in

(6) '-' 0!'laurer, p. 1 •
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English by C. de B. EVans as 1be~ Qf 0eister Eckhart.

Deutche MystiKer ~~. Jahrhunderts, (2) vmich was translated

(.8)

into

This

pioneering and often unreliable edition has been superseded by the

Ko~~hammEr edition by Josef Quint, who has produced definitive texts of
(C) (10)

Eckhart's Latin J as well as his German writings. One defect of

earlier studies of Eckhart was their total neslect of his Latin

treatises. Tnough Eckhart maintained a fairly consistent doctrine in

his Ge~an and Latin works, when he wrote in Latin he showed more

intellectual refinement.

Eckhart's German works used i.r. this study are twent.y-e.iqht of his

sermons, selected from pfeiffer's collection, !he Talks Qf Instruction,

l1le. .6QQk .Qf Divine Comfort, .rhe Aristocrat, and About Disinterest, all

translated by Raymond Blakney in Meister Eckhart: h Modern Translatioo.

His Latin works used are his Parisian Questions, the prologues to his

~ Trjpartitum and L Commentary~ Exodus, translateo by ArITand faurer

in Parisian Questions~ Prologues. Though any original research must

be done with the German and latin texts, these two translations provide

students stucrjing Eckhart in English with careful translations of his

most important writings.

Gener al Ivletaphysical Concepts

Eckhart bases his theology 00 a rretaphysical system in which being

(7)
Gottir~en, 1924, 1957.

( 8)
Watkins, England, 1924.

(9)
Josef Quint, et. al., Meister Eckhart. Die deutchen Werke.

Kohlhammer edition, Vols. I-V, 1938££.

(10 ) E f' al ,II' t E kh t T"\; r-. 1 '• Benz, Jose Qulnt, eta • belS erc ar. ~ateln-

scheu Werke, Kohlhamrner edition, Vols. I-V, 1938f£.
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do~inates becoming. In Eckhart's time, just as throuahout much of the

history of Western thought, what is static is associated with

perfection, while change denotes imperfection. Beir.g is given the

ultimate ontological status, and becorning is said to be der ivati.ve f r om

being, having only secondary o~tological status. This conviction

dominates Eckhart's thinking and shapes his concept of Goa. Here I will

discuss Eckhart's aeneral metaphysical concepts, focusing on his

assirrlilation of ideas from other thinkers, and especially on L~e extent

to which substance, Platonic ideas, and changelEssness are important to

his metaphysical view of the world.

In~luence ~ other thinkers

of

theIn

on Plato's

tradition

figures

in the Eckhart's

based

the

to Eckhart's theological and

scholasticism and Neoplatonism

Thomas Aquinas aimed at

Aristotelian philosophy and Christianofsynthefisa

Neopletonism was the school of though~ in

who developed a speculative philosophy

Thus Plato and Aristotle, two very important

philosophical tradition, played key roles

r-Eny thinkers contributed greatly

metaphysical understanding. Thomistic

were both highly influential on hint.

thought.

vJestern

formulating

theology.

Plotinus,

intellectual development.

Plato, whom Eckhart referred to as 'that great priest,' (11)

influenced Christian thinking of Eckhart's day largely through the

!~eoplatonist Plotinus {205-270). But Plato's cwn works also continued

to be readJ his Timeaus was especially influential c€cause it proviaed a

cosmology which many medieval thinkers such as Eckhart largely

(II)
Sermon XX in Blakney, p. 190.
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asslinilated. St. Augustine of Hippo (354-430) was a Christian thinker,

strongly Lnf'Luenced by Neoplatonic philosophy, to whom Eckhart also

directed much attention. In addition, Dionysius, a sixtb century

Christian conceived a mystical theology laden wi th

Neoplatonic thought, was also s~ucied by Eckhart. In Eckhart's day

Di onvs i us was believed to be the convert of Pa;.:.l refer r ed t;c in t..he Acts

of the Apost.les , (12) Largely because of his false apostolic authority,

Dionysius strongly i~fluenced medieval theoloqJ towards Neoplatonism.

Indeed, much Neoplatonic influence pervades Eckhert's own world view.

Aristotle, known as 'the Philosopher,' also exerted much influence

on medieval Christian theology. St. 'Thomas lquinas (1225-1274) created

a synthesis of lllistotle's ideas and the Christian theology of his day.

kjuinas was the most respected authority of Eckhart's time and for many

centuries to follow. The standards of orthodoxy in Eckhart's era were

set by the schol.asti cism of St. Thomas lquinas. Tbough the world-view

of this school differs in important ways fro~ Neoplatonism, Eckhart

derived concepts frat, both camps. Avicerilla (980-1037), an Arabian

philosopher, was an authority respected oy Eckhart who promulgated

l'-..ristotelian ideas. PJ.bert ragnus (120C-1280), who founded the

DoIT~nican Studium Generale in Cologne, where Eckhart studied, and

Boethius (480-524) were among the other thinkers whom Eckhart studied

and respected. Thus, though Eckhart made original contributions to

Christian Theology, he drew extensively from authorities of the past.

Philosophically, Eckhart's thought generally conformed to the

intellectual trends of his time, though same of his ideas had

(12) Acts 17:31.
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~lications that were unacceptable to Church authorities of his day.

PlatQ'~ tneQry ~ ldeas

Plato's theory of ideas represents an important part of Eckhart's

;nc~aphyslc~. For Plate L'1e realm of ideas exceeds the physical world in

value and has a more fundamental ontological status than thE particular

objects that 'participate' in them. Objects derive their existence from

participating i~ ideas or universals, e.g., a tree exist2 because it

p&rticipates in Itreeness. 1 Eckhart's understanding of ideas is D~ch the

same. Plato IE. Greek word is .i.dea (from idein, meaning to see), for

which Eckhart in German uses bild. (13) Eckhart's use of Platonic ideas

is illustrated by thE foll~Jing passages:

Thus, know that the name or word 'goodness· stands for nothing
more or less than pure and simple goodness and so, when we
speak of I the good, I that should mean goodness infused into
somethir.g or begotten by the unbegotten goodness. (14)

vfuen the aoents of the soul contact creatures, they take and
make ideas and likenesses of them and bear the~ back ag~in
into the self. It is by means of these ideas tha t the soul
knows about exterr~l creatures. [F]irst an ldea is
taken and then absorbed, and in this way the soul corillects
with the phenomenal world. (15)

Now the purpose of a cognitive likeness is to represent
something to the intellect. (16)

A cognitive likeness is the principle of the operations of the

(13)
Blakney, p. x.

(14)
'The Book of Divine Comfort' in

(15) Sermon I in Blakney, P. 97.

Blakney, p. 43.

(16)
Parisian Question II: 'Is an Angel's Understanding, as Denot-

ed in Action, the same as his Existence?' in ~Burer, p. 53.
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senses and intellect. Now a cognitive likeness is in no sense
a being. (17)

The active intellect abstracts ideas from €xterr~l tllings and
strips them of all that is material or accidental and passes
therrl on to the passive intellect, thus begetting their
spiritual counterparts there. (18)

The first passage above demonstrates Eckhart's use of 2 view of the

archetypal ideas most like that in Plato's metaphysics. In the next

four excerpts the concept of ideas is used in a much more

epistemological sense. For Eckhart, ideas are abstracted by the

intellect so that the soul can know material entities. The ideas

themselves, however , are not material; they are above the realm of

creatures.

But Eckhart does not deify the ideas. Ideas are non-material, so

their status is higher than that of the physical wor Ld, One of the

agents of the soul, the intellect, is an idea. However, the soul itself

is not an idea, nor is God an idea.
(19)

Eckhart even explicitly states

that ideas have nothing to do with God:

There is nothing like the divine Being, for in him there is
neither idea or form. (20)

Ideas, then, are intermediaries beoleen the physical world and the soul.

The soul knows God on a certain level through ideas, though, as we shall

see later, Eckhart's goal is to know God without these inteDmediaries.

(17) Maurer, p. 52.

(18) Sermon III in Blakney, p. 112.

(19) Sermon IV in Blakney, p. 168.

(20)
Sermon XVIII in Blakney, p. 180.
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Substance

Part of Meister Eckhart's metaphysics is a belief in substance.

This belief directly relates to Aristotle's category of substance,

though Eckhart's use does not exactly coincide with Aristotle's.

Substance cannot be perceived. Substance is that in which the

attributes of a being inhere; it is the concrete individual L~ing.

Eckhart descr ibes it as the category

which includes more of being than any other category and
tnrouqh which everything comes to be. (21)

Substance is the substratum for whatever has being, whether material or

spiritual. It is the medium in which all change occurs. Substance

remains numerically one while its attributes are free to undergo change.

This numerical oneness is a central tenet in Eckhart's view of reality:

Again, existence is one. NCM
existence. Therefore it is one.

substantial
(22)

form gives

Thus substance for Eckhart provides the means by which the One underlies

the ~EnY, at least in the physical world. Eckhart, unfortunately, does

not extensively develop his doctrine of substance. It seems that he

departs from Aristotle, a pluralist, for a more monistic understanding

of substance. Eckhart does not explicitly discuss the relation between

substance and Platonic ideas.

Change ~ tmgerfection

Another important feature of Meister Eckhart's thought is that

(21) sermon XXVI in Blakney, p. 220.

(22)
'The Aristocrat' in Blakney, p. 74.
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perfection lies only in what is static and changeless. This bias

against change is explicit in Eckhart's fourth Parisian ouestion where

r~ discusses motion:

To be set in motion denotes an imperfection. Accordingly the
more perfect sometrunq is, the less it participates in motion
and place; and because the heavenly body is in the first rank
of perfection it is least subject to motion and place. (23)

And later:

whatever has existence fully is immutable, for example God.
(24)

Being thus takes a loftier place than becoming in Eckhart's

understanding. This bears on his theology in an important way. If

perfect.ion is static, then God must be immutable if he is to be both

metaphysically ultimate and rr~st perfect morally.

Eckhart's Doctrine of God

(25)

~eister Eckhart's doctrine of God is difficult to reduce to one

consistent system. Often what he writes about God in one context will

seem to contradict what he has written elsewhere. The level of reality

where Eckhart's God resides is so far ren~ved fram the realm of nonmal

experience that human language is pressed to its limits to describe or

explain it adequately. Eckhart's use of paradoxical statements

concerning God complicates an attempt

consistently.

to formulate his ideas

(23) p .. Qu t . IV 1Doe M t i . th t T . Irn 1ar~Slan es lon: s 10 lon Wl OU a ennlnus pya
Contradiction?' in ~aurer, p. 69.
(24)

Maurer, p. 69.

(25) 'About Disinterest' in Blakney. p. 85.
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Despite these problems, it is possible to extract a coherent

aoctrine of God from Eckhart's works. Taking both his German and Latin

writings as a whole, Eckhart generally maintains a consistent

theological fram~lork. On the surface EcY~art seems to equivocate OD

some fundamental issues, but a deeper understanding of his intentions

may resolVE the contradictions. ~~taphysically, Eckhart gives his

readers much more to work with than do other Christian conterrlplatives.

He usually makes his metapb~rsical beliefs quite eh~licit. His ~ind

seemed eager to expound on the abstract rather than to dvlell on

particulars.

~.as. Being

In his understanding of the metaphysical properties of God, Eckhart

often describes God as Being (~). This is not any one partic~lar

determinate being (~), but Being itself (ipsum ~), that which

confers being on all that exists. God's essential nature is Being. All

contingent things look to God for their Being, and only God supplies his

cwn Being. The foll~'ing passages in Eckhart's writings show God as

Being in this sense:

Existence (~) is the very essence of God.
receive existence from him and from him alone.

Existence is God (.es.s.e.e.s..t Deu..6.) • (27)

So all
(26)

things

Being is a name above all names. To be defective is to show a
decline in being. All our lives should reveal Being and
therefore, to the extent that life is Being, it is of God.
(28)

(26) 'General Prologue to the~ Tripartitum,' in Maurer, p. 91.

(27)
r.1aurer, p, 98.
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God is pure, simple, absolute Being that diffuses into everything that

exists. His being is one and undivided. Here the One is real and

totally excludes multiplicity. Being in this sense totally transcends

created things, while particular things participate in Being only

partially. In his Defense Eckhar t; affirms that I existence is God' by

making a distinction between 'Absolute Being' and 'formally inherent

being.' (29) ~'hile God is this Absolute Being, creatures enjoy formally

inherent being.

The being of created ~~ings is different from the Absolute Being of

God. In creatures existence is conferred with accidental properties.

Here it is particular things that exist. Tneir existence is not pure,

it is corrupted with rratter, and they endure for only a lirrited time.

The appearance of multiplicity dominates. These particular beings

totally depend on Absolute Being for their existence:

Creatures have no Being of their own, for their Being is the
presence of God. If God wi thdrew fran them for even a manent,
they would all perish. (30)

~~ile in God Being is pure, in creatureE existence is contingent upon

God's pure being.

In equating God with Being, Eckhart was not proposing anything new

or controversial. St. Thomas Jl4uinas defined God in much the same way,

though Maurer points out some important differences.

(28) sermon XVI in Blakney, p. 171.

(29) Defense, III, no. 4, in Blakney, p. 264.

(30) Sermon XIX in Blakney, p. 185.

(31)
Naurer, p. 36.

(31)
From the
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passaqes seen thus far, one would reason that for Eckhart the

metaphysical character of God is Pure Being. The matter is not that

simple, hewever , The r1aster seems to equivocate on the issue.

Throughout most of hi~ sermons and in the prologues to the~

Tripartitum Eckhart m&intains this view. In the Parisian (Uestlons,

h~yever, he asserts another position.

~~ Intellect

The metaphysical ground of God ir. the Parisial1 westiQus is irltellect

rather than Being. At issue here is whether Bei~g has metaphysical

pr irracy over knowinq or vice versa. Does God exist because he knows?

Or does he know because he exists? In his sermons Eckhart asserts the

primacy of Being over Intellect:

There is an author i ty who teaches that 'Being, life, and
knowledge rank highest but knovrl.edqe is higher than life and
Being, because whoever has knowledge necessarily has both the
others.' According to that, life would rank ahead of Being
as, for example, 2 tree has life, while a stone has only
Being. However, if we reach down into Being pure and simple,
as it really is, we shoulG find that Being ranks higher than
life or kn~lledge. (32)

In apparent contradiction to this passage, Eckhart reverses himself in

his Parisian Questions and insists that Intellect for God takes

precedence over being.

The context in which Eckhart makes this claim is provided by the

question 'Pxe existence and understanding the same in God?' Eckhart

answers in the affirrrative and gives proofs from Thomas Aquinas to

support his answer. Understanding is brought up to the same level as

(32) Sermon XVI in Blakney, p. 171, see also p. 219.
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existence as regards God's nature. Eckhart then takes a further step,

seeraingly contradicti.ng his original answer and asserts that

understanding is more fundamental than existence.

explicit:

His statements are

I declare that it is not my present opinion that God
understands because he exists, but rather he exists because he
understands. God is an intellect and understanding, and his
understanding itself is the ground of his existence. (33)

• • .among the perfections intelligence comes first and then
being or existence. (34)

In his placing of Intellect above Being, Eckhart departs frorr~ the

doctrine established in Thomism. Eckhart is laying the metaphysical

foundation that will bear directly on his interpretation of mystical

eA~rience. With this tenet, knowledge becomes crucial to the spiritual

life; whereas when Being is held to be fundamental, the focus of concern

for a mystic is the guest for the underlying Being within.

In asserting God as Intellect, Eckhart still rre.intains the

distinction between created things and God. In saying that 'everything

in God transcends existence and is totally understanding, t (35) Eckhart

is using existencE in a contingent sense and not in the self-sustaining

sense. Generally, Eckhart considers Being metaphysically derivative

from Intellect only when Being is used in the forrrally inherent sense.

(33)
Parisian Question I: 'Are Existence and Understanding the

same in God?' in r·1aurer, p. 45.

(34)
f'.1aurer, 47.p.

(35)
Haurer, 48.p.
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It was noted above that Eckhart's writings leave us unclear as to

whether Being is fundamental and Intellect derivative or whether

Intellect is fundamental and Being derivative. To make sense of this

apparent contradiction, one must note that in Eckhart's thought there is

a dichotomy, if not a blatant ontological

~l--. • d h .. (36) r"" ....,."J. h .trunqs an t e Di vi.ne, \JVU .i.n 18 pure

dualiSIT" between created

state totally transcends

creatures. People, being creatures, interact with Goo only to the

degree they reject their creatureliness. Given that God and creation

must remain distinct, if Being is put entirely on the side of the

created, particular beings, or even as being formally inherent in those

beings, then God must be beyond Being. God can be named Intellect as

long as Intellect is considered in a sufficiently aloof and abstract

sense. In the same way, if Intellect is placed within the mundane,

then Being can be the name of God.

Thus we see that Eckhart states that both Intellect and Being are

metaphysically the fundamental nature of God. This reflects Eckhart I s

paradoxical reasoning, where contradictions are not always incompatible.

Direct knowledge of God, for Eckhart, is something beyond the realm of

human reason. Any attributes given to God in human language are going

to fall short of completely expressing what God really is, including

attributes like Being and Intellect. Knowl.edqe of Goo is always finally

ineffable. But as far as metaphysics can be discussed, two very

important characteristics of God are pure Intellect and pure Being •

.GOO .as. Unity

A third very important concept in Eckhart's doctrine of God is

(36) see Blakney, pp. 85, 195, 159, 131.
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unity, Eckhart deals with the issue of the One and the l-iany by giving

absolute sUI;:€riority to the One. Multiplicity derives from unity, which

is fundamental. All multiplicity and diversity seen in the created

world have an underlying unity through God. As a person becomes

detached from creaturellness, the unity becomes more apparent. Unity of

God is a motif that often recurs in Eckhart's writings. Some passages

illustrating this motif include:

There are no distinctions in God and no differences betvleen
the divine persons, since they are to be resardeo one in
nature. The divine nature is Oneness and each person is One,
the same one in nature. (37)

God's property it is, in whom there is no contingent
distinction, intellectual or otherwise, such that everytr.inq
in him is God himself. (38)

Furthermore, because God with his wholE existence is
absolutely one, or one being, he must be immediately present
with his whole self to every vmole. • •• (39)

Eckhart thus continually asserts that unity is to be preferred over

mUltiplicity. Tnough he never denies that multiplicity exists in the

experienced world, he does state ~~at it is a less desirable mode of

existence, and that in some sense the OnE is more real than experienced

multiplicity. Unity exists because of the Being provided by God that

pervades all existence. Thus unity is not only a metaphysical

characteristic of God, but it also reflects the true, but hidden, nature

of the created world.

(37) 'The Aristocrat' in Blakney, p. 78.

(38) 'The Book of Divine comfort' in Blakney, p. 68.

(39) 'Prologue to the Book of Propositions' in Maurer, p. 98.
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There is a tension, however, between the Divine unity claimed by

Eckhart to pervade all reality, and the clear distinction he makes

between the Divine and the created. At times Eckhart presses the theme

of unity to the point of monism, though he generally asserts a dualistic

ontoloqy. Netaphysically, it seems tilat Eckhart maintains a

mental/physical dualism, but still claims an underlying unity linking

both sioes of the dual i sm, God as Intellect and the spark of the soul

within persons lie on the mental extreme and 2~1 corporeal things on the

physical. The uni t.y is provided by God' 5 Being which Inheres in all

created things and which also characterizes his own nature.

Distinction betbreen Godhead~~

One often-noted facet of Eckhart's theology lies in his distinction

between the Godhead and God. Eckhart seems to use this distincti.on as a

tool to help separate God as the lmmaDent, creating, active entity

fanUliar to traditional Christianity fram the impersonal Absolute

necessary to his metaphysical speculation. In one of his sermons

reflecting his later thought Eckhart makes the distinction quite

explicit:

Thus creatures speak of God--but why do they not mention the
Godhead? Because there is only unity in the Godhead and there
is nothing to talk about , God acts. The Godhead does not.
It has nothing to do and there is nothing going or- in it. It
is never on the lookout for something to do. The difference
between God and the Godhead is the difference between action
and non-action. (40)

And also:

(40) Ser~mon XXV·II in Blakney, p. 226.
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God and Godhead are as different from each other as heaven and
earth. (41)

Through this distinction Eckhart shows that what he means by God lies

far beyond what is ordinarily understood as God. ~\7hen distinguishing

C~d as pJr8 Being or Intellect frow less lofty conceptions of God,

Eckhart uses the terrr, Godhead. Otherwise he uses the word God to

represent his ~bsolute. God in the traditional sense is understood in

terms of the Trinity. He created the world and interacts with it, and

it affects him. This understanding of God does not preclude

multiplicity and distinction in God's character. In his less abstract

moods Eckhart often refers to God with these less ultimate terms.

The distinction between God and Godhead seems to be epistemolosical

rather than ontological. Eckhart consistently asserts God's true nature

in ultimate abstract terms. Ontologically there is not God on one level

and Godhead on another. This would violate the unity that is so

Impcrtant to Eckhart's theology. Rather, God and Godhead represent two

levels of knowing. vfuen one's understar.ding conforms to the traditional

doctrines of theology, shaped by creaturely reasoning, God acquires

characteristics amenable to that level. But when all creatureliness is

surpassed, God is known in the complete emptiness of the Godhead.

Again, it is not that God has two natures, but that when seen through

creaturely eyes, creaturely characteristics are super~sed on God,

though his true nature preclUdes all non-ultimate attributes.

(41) Blakney, p. 225.

(42) In opposition to this view, David Linge suggests that Eckhart
gives God two ontological natures, one relative and the other ab
solute. see his 'r~7sticism, Poverty and Reason in the thought of
Heister Eckhart,' JoUrnal .o.f.the AmeriCan ~+cada1[~l .Qf. Religion,

(42)
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Eckhart could not delete entirely all talk of God understood in less

exalted terms, because these terms pervaded the understanding and

language of his audience and were ingrained in his own mind through his

Christian training as a Dowinican theologian.

~ transcends time

Another of Eckhart l 5 Theological beliefs is that Goo is beyond the

lL~ltations of time. Time belongs to the re~ of creatures a~d has no

relevance to the Divine perspective. C~ e}~riences the unfolcing of

all time even before creation, and thus foreknows all that will come to

pass throughout time:

hben Goo first looked out of eternity (if one nay say that he
ever first looked out), he saw everything as it would happen
and at the same time he sa",' when and ho» he would create each
thing. • •• In that first eternal vision, God looked on each
thing-to-be and therefore he does what he does \I,Ti thout a
reason. It was all worked out beforehand. (43)

God, being outside of time, rerr~ins unchanged by events that happen in

the created world. This idea futher emphasizes the aloofness of God

person must ao beyond to have pure kn~Tledge of GoO.

from partiCUlar human concerns. Time, then, is one of the things that
(44)

Freedom in .GQQ' oS. nature

a

influence of material things.

Eckhart believes that freedom exists only where there is no
( 45) Therefore, only God can be a totally

free agent. Persons enjoy freedom only to the extent that they reject

Vol. XLVI, No.4, pp. 474-475.

(43) 'About Disinterest' in Blakney, p. 86. See also p. 272.

(44) See Blakney pp. 203, 151, 131.

(45) Parisian Question III: 'Is the Praise of God in Heaven more
Excellent than the Love of Him on Earth?' in Maurer, p. 59.
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the rrat.er i.a.l world. (46) It is thus only the non-rraterial soul that may

be free with.in persons , This idea is not well developed in Eckhart, but

~iven Eckhart's assertion that God forek~ows all events, any felt

f reecon within the material worId must be empty. If God has it I alI

worked out beforehand,' then no genuine choices can be made. Nothing

car: l::x: other than what has al ready been det.ermined. 1:'1is again

reinforces Eckhart's implicit dualism in that freedom can only reside in

pcre.ly mental entities, the soul and God, while materiality prccludcs

freedom.

Creation~ emanations

Another issue of interest within Eckhart's doctrine of God is

creation. Eckhart's beliefs include aspects of both the ~~oplatonists'

emar~tions and ~~e traditional creation ~ nihilo. It is important for

Eckhart that there be some starting point for the physical world, in

contrast to God, who is eternal. The persons of the Trinity are eterr~l

with Goa and are formed through continuous emanation. Eckhart states:

.The emanation of the persons in
reason for creation and comes before it.

the
(47)

Deity is the

So God created all things not like other craft.srnen, so that
they stand outside of himself, or beside h~self, or apart
fran hi.mseLf , Rather, he called them out of nothingness, that
is from non-existence, to existence, so that they might find
and receive and have it in him, for he himself is existence.
(48)

(46)
See Blakney, pp. 128,159.

(47)
'Commentary on the Book. of Exodus1 in Maurer, p, 108.

(48)
'General Prologue to the~ Tripartitum' in ~aurer, p. 85.
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Eckh~rt clearly refects Plotinus' doctrine that all reality emanates out

of God. Eckhart doe8 assert that the persons of the Trinity err~te

frOD God. This allows a Trinitarian God ~ithout comprorrQ£ing the unity

of the Godhead.
(49)

Creation char~ct€rizes God's relationship to the v~oLld. The world,

DE.ing created by God, is deP2ndent on God not only for it;:: o:~sin, but

also for its continuea exister;ce. r .....
~rea~lon accounts for the rz.di cal,

distinction tetween the world and God. vmile creation lmPlies

distinction, emanation emphasizes unity. Eckhart L~us ITointains the

ontological unity of God by representing the persons of the trinity as

emanating from God. They acquire characteristics but still rerrain one

with God in a way more intimate than creation would allow.

OCcasionally Eckhart speaks of God in much less detached terms. He

shoos in this way that he considers God to have mrranent as well as

transcendent characteristics. One theme that occurs several times in

Eckh~rt's German writings and that emphasizes God's irnrranent character,

is that he suffers alono witb the worLd. From this perspective , rather

than seeing God as aLoof and unaffected by the world, God is seen as

intimately related to the world and feeling the pain and loss of

suffering. In 'The Book of Divine Comfort' Eckhart states:

since God is with us when we suffer, he suffers wi th
us. He really kncws the truth who knows that what; I am saying
is true. God, suffering with man, suffers imcomparably more
in his ~m way than rran suffers for him. (50)

(49) see Bernard H03inn, 'The God Beyond God: Theology and l'lysti
cisrn in the 'Ihought of neister Eckhart,' in.Tlle Journal .Qf..Re.li
£iQn, January 1981, Vol. LXI, no. 1, p. 14.
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God spoken of in this way resembles more the living God of the Jevlish

tradition than the impersonal principle Eckhart usually concerr£ hi~self

with. villen Eckhart speaks of God's suffering, he clearly is operating

on the level of God as opposed to Godheao. This shows that Eckhart

feels that temporal things must make same difference to God, even though

this does not fit well into his metaphysical system.

Mystical Experience

Union Hith .God

In Eckhart's theology, Gcx::1 relates rrost; intirrately with persons

through an ontological union with the human soul. Eckhart's whole

theological system finds its completeness in this relationship. This

union provides the ultimate goal for the religious life and is the most

valuable experience possible in human existence.

According to Eckhart's understanding, within the human soul there

is a trace of something that shares the nature of the Divine. This

Eckhart calls the 'spark of the soul,' or the 'aristocratic' agent. The

medieval conception of the soul, which Eckhart shared, was that of an

enduring substance which defines the life of a person fram birth until

death. Eckhart states that the soul itself is created, (51) though

there is a spark within the soul that is uncreated and is more Divine

than creaturely:

As I have often said, there is something in the soul so
closely akin to God that it is already one with him. It is
unique and has nothing in corrmon wi.th anything else. It has

(50) Sermon XV in Blakney, p. 167, see also pp. 50,68.

(51) Sermon XIII in Blakney, p. 159.
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no sigrQficance for this world whatsoever--none! Anything
created is nothing, but that Something is apa.rt from and
strange to all creation. If one were wholly this, he would be
both uncreated and unlike any creature. (52)

The soul, for Eckhart, operates through faculties or agents. (53)
The

highest of these are the will and the intellect. He further states that

the intellect ranks higher than the will.

intellect, God is perceived as Intellect:

(54)
Through the huma~

Nevertheless, I say that intelligence is above will. Willing,
man conceives God in the garment of goodness. Thinking, man
conceives God naked, stripped of both goodness and being.
(55)

There are times, however, when Eckhart states that the aristocratic

spark of the soul is beyond the intellect. Just as God has nothing in

common with the creaturely wor Ld and is beyond space and time, so also

the aristocratic spark of the soul transcends creaturely li~itations:

• • • Three dimensions [of the soul] represent three kinds of
knowl.edqe , The first is sensual: the eye sees things at a
distance. The second is intellectual and is much higher in
rank. The third represents that aristocratic agent of the
soul, which ranks so high that it communes v,7itt God, face to
face as he is. (56)

The awareness of union between the aristocratic agent of the soul and

God is often referred to by Eckhart as the 'begetting of the Word. '

Since he was a Christian theologian, Christ had to enter his thinking at

(52) Sermon XXIII in Blakney, p. 205.

(53) In German kraft.

( 54)
~~urer, pp. 53-67.

(55)
Blakney, p. 221.

(56) Sermon XII in Blakney, p. 153.
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some point. Eckhart concerns himself very little with the human person

of Jesus. He concentrates much more on the more abstract concept of

Christ as the Logos, the Eternal Word, continually being begotten from

the Father. Tne Logos is an iaea or representation of God

appprehendable only by the aristocratic soul, v.rhet..~er
.~

1 .... called

intellect or something beyond it. Tnrough the begetting of the Logos,

God reveals himself tc those who have realized their aristocratic nature

through worldly disinterest, that is, through rejecting everything that

is creaturely. (57) The speculative nystic, thereby, realizes his

spiritual quest.

The union with God that Eckhart concerns himself with is not a

transient, ecstatic event. Eckhart's rryat.icism is net emotional. We

have seen that Eckhart believes that the soul is ontologically related

to God in a very speci.al, way. Deep within the soul there is a spark of

the Divine. Tne religious life, therefore, should serve to bring about

an awareness of that already existing union with God and to enable one

to see the Divine throughout the ordinary worle. Richard Kieckhefer

asserts that the union Eckhart teaches is habitual, non-abstractive

(compatible with ordinary consciousness), and available to all who seek

it. He emphasizes that detachment through poverty, a key notion in

Eckhart, engenders an awareness of the constant reality of God's

(58)
presence.

(57) 'Tne Aristocrat' in Blakney, p. 77.

(58) Richard Kieckhefer, '~~ister Eckhart's conception of Union
with God,' .The. Haryard Tbeo]ogical Review, Vol.71, no.3-4, p,
203-205.
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Meister Eckhart's life and teachings give us one example of what

mysticism is like in Christianity. He has distinctive qualities that

characterize his version of Christian mysticism. I have presented

something of his life, doctrines, and metaphysic~ assumptions in this

chapter. But to use Eckhart as the only example of Christian mysticism

rai qht; not adequately depict the great var i.ety of ways that rysti cism is

practiced in the Christian tradition. To broaden the presentation of

Cnristian ~sticism, I will bring into this EtUdy another Christian

mystic, one whose mystical path relies more on the emotions than on the

intellect. St. John of the Cross emphasized the passionate , more

emotional aspects of ITo/sticisrn and it is he who wi.Ll. be the topic of the

following chapter.



I I I. ST. JOHN OF THE CROSS

ThE: spanish Carmelite contemplative, St. John of the Cross, also

warrants much attention in the s~udy of Christi~l TI07st i ci sm. t~ny later

Christian ccnternplatives have looked to St. John as an exarrple of the

spiritual journey to inti~aC)' with God. M~ch of what St. Joh~ taught

and lived is still practiced in the monastic oreers of the Catholic

church. St. John of the Cross embodied the vocations of an educated

theologian and of a practicing IT¥stic. His theolo~7 relies on many of

the same philosophical assumptions that have prev~ilec throughout much

of the history of Christianity. His beliefs and implicit metaphysics

were widely accepted and were not tainted, as were Eckhart's, with

accusations of heresy. St. John had deep personal religious

exper iences. His rryat i ca.l theology is not expl icitly philoscpn.icaj or

speculative, though it does reflect the ability of a keen intellect.

His writings present practical means for living the contemplative life

and exhibit a broad p~1chological understanding. In discussing St. John

of the Cross, I will first look at his personal biography, and then

ex~ine his doctrine of God in order to investigate the metap~Tsical

assumptions on which he bases his theology.

Personal Biography and Historical Setting

Spain in the per i od

historical setting of St.

of the Counterreformation

John of the Cross. (1) Born

provices

on June

the

24,

(1) Biographical inforrration comes fram E. Allison Peers, Studies
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1542, at Fontiveros, Spc.in, he was named after John the Baptist, whose

Feast of the Nativity falls on that day. His father, Gonzalo de Yepes ,

carne from a wealthy family of silk merchants, but he had been di.scwned

because of his marriage to catalina Alverez, a IX>0r weaver of Lo» social

status. Gonzalc died snor t ly after the birth of John, leaving his

faIT,ily in extreme poverty. Johnfs widowed mother appealec to her

husband's family for help, but was entirely rejected. Sne then settled

with John and hi.s two brothers in Medina del campo, and John began his

education at the catechism school there.

In this early part of his life, he served as an acolyte ror a

convent and learned the trades of ~rp2ntl~, tailoring, and painting.

At the age of seventeen, he started working at the Hospital de la

Conception in l'-iedina. Here, he found his way into the graces of the

nospital's founder, don Alonzo Alverez, who sponsored his studies at the

Jesuit college in r-iedina. He spent four years there where he was taught

Latin, Pl1etoric, and the classics of both Latin and Spanish. After

completing study at the Jesuit college, don F~onzo wished for John to

study for the secular priesthood, but John himself felt called to the

religious orders. He chose the Carmelite order and entered the

monastery of Santa Anna in !-1edina, and was soon sent to nearby salmanaca

where he studied both at the carmelite College and at the prestigious

University of Salmanaca.

John was ordained as a carmelite monk in 1567 and sang his first

~BSS in rtleoina. On this occasion he first met Teresa of Avila. Teresa

.of. .tl::le. SJ?anish lvtlstics, I, (New York: The r·~cmillian Co., 1951),
and the Introduction to Kieran Kavanaugh, The. Collected ¥Jorks .Qf.
~. JQbn~ the Cross, (Washington, D.C.: ICS Publications, 1973).
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at the time was just begir.ning her reform of the Carmel i te or der , Like

almost all the religious orders in the catholic church at one time or

another, the carmelites had f alLen into leniency. Teresa sought to re

establish the order to its former strictness and had received permission

from her bishop to do so. At the time of ner meeting John, she had

established a few houses of Reformed Carmelite nuns and proposeG that

John help her by doing the same for the monks wi thin the order. John

readily agreed to this, realizing himself the need for a stricter life.

First, h~Tever, Teresa had to secure a house for the monks. In the

interim, John returned to Salmanaca to complete his studies. Within a

year he graduated and was appointed assistant professor at the monastery

of santa Anna back in Hedina. Teresa soon came to him wi th news that

she had obtained a srrall farmhouse which could house the monks for the

reform of the order. He left me monastery at Hedina to go with Teresa

to Valladolis where she had established a new community of reformed

nuns. She rrade him chaplain and confessor so that he caGle: learn the

details and routines of the reform. P.fter about three months of this,

he set off to the house that Teresa had obtained for him in Duruello.

John and four other monks beqan this new monastery, which was

nothing more than an old deserted farmhouse. On the first Sunday of

Advent in 1568, John said ~~ss and relinquished the '~litigatedJ rule for

the new I Primitive I rule. It was on this occasion that he took the name

of John of the Cross.

The new rule was much more severe and more contemplative than the

former. The monks were to be much more wi thdrawn from the world, not

eat meat, and not wear shoes. Because of this, they soon came to be

known as the Decalced Carmelites, from the Spanish word meaning 'without
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shoes. '

As the new rrovement within the order grew, conflict also developed,

for political as well as spiritual reasons. Questions concerning

possession of certain monasteries and similar problems gave rise to the

conflict. Joh~ of the Cross soon was caught in the ~~ddle of it.

Nicholas Ormaneto, a Papal Ligate who had favored the Decaloed reform,

died, leaving the r eforners less protected from their Calced opponents.

A group of Calced Fathers took advantage of the situation, seized John,

declared him a rebel and had him imprisoned. John was assigned to a

small dark cell in a monastery that had been built as a closet. For six

months he was scourged three times a week and given only bread, water,

and occasionally a few pieces of fish to eat. After six months of this,

a new, more compassionate supervisor was assigned to him. He was then

treated somewhat more kindly and was given peper and ink to write down

his poems that he had been composing in his mind. He eventually escaped

from the monastery where he had been held captive and fled to a house of

Decalced nuns in Toledo. He was soon elected Prior of the Honastery of

E1 Calvaria, and continued there for nine months until he was assigned

to found a college for the reform which was to be located in the

southern part of Spain. The follovling years were occupied in the

administration and the organization of the Decalced reform. He held

various positions such as Prior, Vicar Provential, and Major Definitor

within the reform. During this stage of his life John of the Cross did

most of his writing.

Regardless of his duties of administration, John was first and

foremost a contemplative. His spirituality was never overshadowed by

the business of directing the reform rrovement. He would always take
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time for prayer. Also, throughout his life, he served the monks, nuns,

and lay persons as a spiritual counselor and director.

Jchn of the Cross, the contemplative and spiritual leader, had a

personality that was warm, pass'i.onate , caring, but at the same time

quite serious. His normal disposition was generally severe, but he also

took great joy in making people laugh. vfuen correcting his subjects he

was always careful not to be overly severe or harsh, lest he sadden or

discourage them. JOI"L'1 could seldom watch others doing rranuat labor

without himself pitching in to help. Even as a superior in a monastery,

he would help in scrubbing floors and like chores. Being very much a

lover of nature, John would often take his monks to the mountains for

recreation so that they rodght not tire of monastic life. A very real

and deep part of John of the Cross was his compassion and pity for the

sick. From his younger days at the hospital in r,ledina and throughout

his life, he would always go out of his way to be sure that the sick

were properIy cured for and that the poor were fed.

John's last years were again clouded by conflict. This time it was

not conflict between the Calced and the Decalced Carmelites, but rather

conflict within the Decalced reform. There was a controversy

concerning the expulsion from the reform of a certain father named

Gracian. John disagreed with this expulsion, which had been proposed by

the Vicar General, and because of this disagreement was not elected to

any further office in the reform. This did not displease St. John of

the Cross. He had been longing for a simpler life so that he might

devote himself more completely to prayer and contemplation. He was sent

to live a life of sol i tude de. La. Penuela. in Andalusia in the year 1591.

He was there only a month when he developed an inflammation in his leg
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and had to be sent elsewhere, so that he could receive proper medical

attention. His final destination was the monastery at Ubeda, where he

was quite unknown. The prior was a father named Francisco Cristostomo,

who, lacking the qualities of a devout prior, was quite unfriendly to

his new guest with his disposition of great holiness. John's illness

steadily qrev worse r and it soon became evident that he was approaching

his last days. Father Cristostomo, greatly moved by John's illness,

begged forgiveness of John, and from that time on led a pious life.

John of the Cross died the night of December 13, 1591. He was

canonized one hundred and thirty-five years later, in 1726, and was

declared a Doctor of the Church in 1926.

John of the Cross was not only a profound contemplative, but was an

effective and talented writer as well. He wrote both poetry and prose.

His major writings are The Ascent .of Nt. Carmel/jhe.DaI.k Night ..of. .the.

.smu., The. s.pi ritual Canticle, and.The Living Flame .Qf~. Lesser

works include his poetry and letters to his various disciples and

students. The poetry of St. John of the Cross was written with much

feeling and in a refined style. His prose, although lacking in the

refinement of his poetry, served to expound his mystical teaching in

practical and understandable terms and to offer a structured scheme for

mystical ascent.

Doctr ine of Goo

Transcendence

One characteristic of God in the theology of St. John of the Cross

is transcendence. God is ontologically separate from, and radically

different from, the created world. He exists on a level of being far

removed from that of his creatures. His being is self-sufficient. He
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requires nothing outside himself to exist. Creation has only contingent

being, requiring God's being to maintain its existence:

Creatures, earthly and heavenly, and all distinct ideas and
images, natural and sups.rnat.ural , that can be objects of a
person's faculties, are incomparable and unproportioned to
God's being. C~ does not fall under the classification of
genus and species, whereas, accoruing to theologians,
creatures do. The being of God is different from the
being of his creatures. God by his being, is infinitely
distant from all of them. (2)

And also:

All the creatures of Heaven and earth are nothing when
compared to God. •

The transcendence of Goo is, of course , very much part of the theology

of Christianity in general. st. John of the Cross presents nothing

controversial when he asserts God's transcendent nature.

Inunanence

Though one important metaphysical characteristic of is

transcendence, He also relates to the world immanently. A radically

transcendent God that has no immanence coulc not interact with the world

in any rreaningful sense. But St. John's whole theology assumes that God

does interact with the created world in general and with the souls of

persons in particular. Thus, in St. John's theology, God condescends to

the created world order despite his transcendence.

(2) .The Ascent .Qf Mt. Carmel, Book III, 01. 12, trans. by Kieran
Kavanaugh, (Washington, D.C., ICS Publications, Institute of Car
melite Studies, 1973), p. 230.

The. Ascent .Qf. Mt.. carmel, Book I, Chapter 4, in Kavanaugh, p. 78.
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God's first act of relation to the world was in creating it. St.

John adheres to the catholic belief of creation ~ nihilo. In this

doctrine the world received its being by a sheer act of creativity on

the part of God, being created, as it were, 'out of nothing.' It was not

fashioned, in other words, out of some pre-existent substrate. Nor is

it part of the Divine substance. Here, St. John describes sc ~~~inq of

this act of creation:

God created all things with reITarkable ease and beauty, and in
them He left some trace of wno He is, not only in giving all
things being from nothing, but even by endcwinq them with
innumerable graces and qualities, making them beautiful in a
wonderful order and unfailing dependence on one another. (3)

In this passage we see that creation indeed awes its very existence to

God, but at the same time it acquires a sense of dignity and value from

being created. There is no doctrine of emrranations or of the rraterial

world being inherently evil associated with St. John's understanding of

creation.

After he created the world, God did not remcve himself from it and

leave it to run on its own. God maintains his presence throughout the

world's existence: the world could not even continue to exist othenlise.

St. John makes the sustaining presence of God most clear especially with

respect to the human soul:

It should be known that God dwells secretly in all souls and
is hidden in their substance, for otherwise they would not
last. (4)

.• .c~ sustains every soul and dwells in it substantially,

(3) The spiritual Canticle, Stanza 5, in Kavanaugh, p. 434.

(4) The. Liying name .Qf..Lml.e-, Stanza 4, No. 14, in Kavanaugh, p.
648.
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even though it may be that of the greatest sinner in the
\vorla. This union between God and creatures always exists.
By it He conserves their being so that if the union would end
they would immediately be annihilated and cease to exist. (5)

Thus he considers God to be metaphysically immanent as well as

transcendent. We will see below that through God's lmrnanence the soul

may experience Goo intirrately, whi.cn is the final purpose of the

religious life for st. John of the Cross.

Ineffability

God's ontological separateness fram the created world erects an

epistemological barrier. Since God exists on a different order of being

than creatures, no creature can kn~- God as he truly exists. Thus, a

sense of ineffability rW1S through any experiencs of God. St. John of

the Cross often affirms that whatever a person experiences of God is

beyond rational understanding and communication:

This divine knowledge of God never deals with particular
things, since its object is the Supreme Principle.
Consequently one cannot, express it in particular terms, unless
a truth about something less than God is seen together with
this knowledge of Him. But in no way can anything be said of
that divine knowledge. (6)

It is extremely easy to judge the being and height of God less
worthily and sublimely than is sui table to His
incomprehensibility. (7)

The experiences that a contemplative has in prepar2tion for a spiritual

in Ka-

Kavanauqh, p.

Ka-in

.The Ascent ..Qf ,Mt. carmel, Book II, Ch. 26, 1']0. 5,
vanaugh, p. 194.

(7) The Ascent.o.f. Mt. Carmel, Book III, 01. 12, No.1,
vanaugh, p. 229.

(5)
~ Ascent .of.M.t.. Carmel, Chapter 5, No.3, in

116.

(6)
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other~orldly enough to carry this

ineffability. (8) Things pertaining to the spiritual realm far exceed the

abilities of creatures to understand and to relate.

Attr ibutes .Qf .GOO.

~ ~ absolute ~ infinite. Though St. John of the Cross

maintians that God as he really is can never be known by creatures, he

does occasionally suggest attributes that can be considered to apply to

God. Some of these attributes express the ir~initeness and absoluteness

of God:

• .God in His unique and simple being is all the powers and
grandeurs of his attributes. He is almighty, wise and qoodr
and He is merciful, just, powerful, and loving, etc., and He
is the other infinite attributes and powers of which we have
no knowledge. Since He is all of this in His simple being,
the soul views distinctly in Him, when He is united with it
and deigns to disclose this knowledge, all these powers and
grandeurs, that is: omnipotence, wisdom, goodness and mercy,
etc. (9)

Here St. John asserts that God is infinite metaphysically, being

omnipotent, wise, almighty, and simple in existence; and that He is also

infinite morally, being good, merciful, just, and loving. Elsewhere he

states that 'God transcends the intellect and is incomprehensible to

it, , (10) further expressing the ontological and epistemological

aloofness of God.

Beyond the restrictions ~~~ time. In St. John's theology,

Goo is not confined in space or time. He informs us that 'God is

(8) See Kavanaugh, p. 69-70.

(9) !he Living Flame ~~, Stanza 3, in Kavanaugh, p. 610.

(10) .lbe. Living Flame .Qf. LQye, Stanza 3, No. 48, in Kavanaugh, p.
628.
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formless and figureless' (II) and that 'God is not bound to any

place. ,(12) Both phrases treat Goo as non-rmt.er i.al , That God is outside

of time is stated in the foll~ling passage:

[T)he day of
t.emporal. day.
soul to glory,
gave it to her
(13)

Godls eternity. .is different fram this
In that day of eternity, God predestined the

decreed the slory He would best.oo on her, and
freely from all eternity before He created her.

For St. John, God experiences time in a radically different wanner than

aoes the created world.

~ .is unchanging. An Import.ant, metaphysical attribute of God

stated by St. John is that God is unchanging and unmoving. This reveals

an idealization of the static which is basic to his theology. St. John

writes:

Let it be known that these motions are motions of the soul
more than of God, for Goo does not move. These glimpses of
glory given to the soul are in God stable, perfect,
continuous, and constantly serene. • • .~~though here below
God seerningly moved wi thir; it [the soul), He does not in
Himself move. (14)

HCM this movement takes place in the soul, since Goo is
irnn~vable, is a wonderful thing, for it seems to the soul that
God indeed moves, yet He does not really move. (15)

~ Mt. carmel, Book III, Ch. 42, No.3, in Ka-

The Livina Flame ~ LQYa, Stanza 3, No.8, in Kavanaugh, p.

p.

p.

p.

Kavanaugh,

Kavanaugh,

(11) The Livin~ Flame Qf~, Stanza 3, No. 52, in Kavanaugh,
630.

(12) .Tha Ascent
vanaugh, p. 286.

(13) .1he spiritual canticle, Stanza 38, No.6, lr.

555.

(14)

614.

(15) The Livin~ I1awe ~ LQYa, Stanza 4, No.6, in
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St. John I S cosmology alIcws movement and change only in the created

world. Thus for creatures change can be genuine, but God hirreelf is

static. Metaphysically, this implies that what is static is more

fundamental than things which change, even while it allows change to be

oorrJnant in the material world.

Christ .in .st.. JQb.n '.s. Theology

The figure of Christ plays an .irrportant; role ir. the theology of St.

John of the Cross. vlnile same Christian mystics (e.g. Eckhart) pay

little attention to the person of Jesus Christ, St. JOhrl considers him

central to the relationship between God and persons. St. John's

Christology is very orthodox. Ir1 agreement with catholic doctrine, St.

John teaches, as we saw above, that the universe was created in dignity

and favor. Humanity fell into sinfulness with Adam, but through Christ

the lost dignit~y has been restored. St. John summarizes his beliefs

about Christ as follo,.l5:

Not only in looking at them did He corrrnuni cat.e natural being
ano graces, as we said, but also with this irrage of Bis Son
alone, He clothed them in beauty by imparting to them
supernatural being. This He did when He became man and
elevated human nature in the beauty of God and consequently
all creatures, since in humarl nature He was united with them
all. •• And in this elevation of all things through the
Incarnation of P~5 Son and through the glory of His
resurrection according to the flesh, the Father die not merely
beautify creatures partially, but rather we can say, clothed
them wholly in beauty and dignity. (16)

645.

(16) The spiritual Canticle, Stanza j, No.4, in Kavanaugh, p.
435.
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For St. John of the Cross, the Incarnation of God in the person of

Christ effectively changec the status of human naturt in its relation to

God. Also concerning Christ, st. John says:

In giving us his Son, His only ~']ord (for he IX)ssesses no
other), He spoke everythinc to us at once in this sele Word
and he has nothing more to say. (17)

This again ~~phasizes the finality and completeness of God's relation to

mankind through Christ. The life of Christ also provides the supreme

example for the spiritual life. St. John reports that 'a rran makes

progress only through imitation of Christ. , (18)

The Relations between .GOO. .and .the .s.o.ul

To understand the relationship between persons and God, it is

Important to know how st. John views the human soul. It is clear that

the soul for st. John is, like God, substantial: it is a substratum that

endures and undergoes change. The soul, also like God, is spiritual

rather than rraterial substance. It is of a different order than purely

rraterial things:

There is as much difference beb·!een the soul and other
corporal creatures as there is between a transparent liquid
and the filthiest mire. (19)

Though of a spiritual order, it is not on the same level as God. It is

restricted through the physical body in which it dwells:

The soul, through original sin, is a captive in the mortal

in Ka-

in Ka-

in Ka-

3,No.22,

.The l\scent .Qf Mt.. Carmel, Book II, Ch. 7, No. 8,
vanaugh, p. 124.

(19) .The Ascent ..of.,Mt. carmel" Book I, o., 9, No.1,
vanaugh, p, 92.

(17) rrrl-,,.., Ascent ",,-t= Mf-. Ca 1 Book Il- Ch~ _---- ~ ilk rme , ,.
vanaugh, p. 179.

(18)
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body, subject to passions and natural appetites. (20)

The corruption of the soul associated with its post-fall condition

closely relates to itE: ontological status. Ontologically, ooterial

reality is on a Lcwer level than the spiritual. The soul cannot be

totally on the spiritual level since it is oorurzted by tile physical

body.

St. John divides the psyche into levels, one spiritual and the

other sensory. Both levels have faculties that o~~rate appropriate to

their nature. Intellect, nemcry , and will serve the soul on the

spiritual levelJ sense faculties, phantasy, and imasination serve the

(21)
soul on the sensory level. In .Tb.e. Ascent .Qf.Mt. carn:el st. John

explains how each of these faculties is used in the spiritual life and

how each when relied on excessively can be a hinderance.

~~stical Experience

For st. John of tbe Cross, the aim of the religious life is to

achieve the most intimate experience of Goo possible. St. John's prose

and poetry presents imagery associated with such mystical encounters

wi th God. .The l\scent .o.f llt. Carmel and.The.Dark lli.ght .Qf me .sm.u.
describe the trials and preparations that the soul must undergo in its

quest for God. St. John uses the image of the darkness of rjght to

represent the deprivation the soul must undergo of everything that

satisfies its natural desires. ~ SQjritual canticle and 1be Living

Flame ~~ both speak of the mystical marriage that occurs in union

(20) The Ascent ..Q.f,Mt. Carmel, Book I, o., 15, No.1, in Ka
vanaugh, p. 105.

(21) S 47ee r-laurer, p. •
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with God, using the imagery of the Bride (the soul) and her Groom,

Christ. St. John writes of the union of the soul with God as a

passionate culmination of the spiritual life.

T'ne union between God and the soul, however , is not ont.cLcc i ca l or

substantial. St. Jor~ is careful to maintain that the soul never

totally looses its existential ioentity:

• • • the substance of the soul is not the substance of God,
since it cannot undergo a subst.ant i a l conversion to Hir., it
has become God through participatio~ in God, being united and
absorbed in Him, as it is in this state. (22)

We saw above that God indeed dwell s in the soul, ma.intaining it through

a substantial presence. It seems that St. John believes that the soul

maintains a natural union with God substantially, wi tl1 the substance of

the soul deriving its being fran Goo. This is a union only in aver)'

qualified sense. It is not the soul obtaining the ontolosical status of

God. It is merely the natural ontological dependence of the creature on

the creator. In the fo.l.Lowi.nc lengthy passage f r om the l\scent .of. Mt..

carmel we see that St. Johu! indeed recognizes this natural ontological

relation between the soul ana God, but then goes on to nai.nt.ai.n that a

union made possible by spiritual t~ansforr.ation is the goal he desires:

To understand the nature of this union, one sho~ld first know
that God sustains every soul and dwells in it substantially,
even though it may be that of the greatest Slnner in the
world. This union between God and creatures always exists.
Bv it he conserves their being so that if the ur.ion would end
the~r vloulo immediately be annihilatec and cease to exist.

Consequent.Ly , in discussing ur.ion vi tb God, we are not
discussi~g the substantial union which is always existing, but
the union and transforma.tion of the soul in God. This union

(22) The living.£1aIIle ..Qf. LoYe, Stanza II, no, 34, in Kavanaugh, p.
608.
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is not always existing, but we find it only where there is
likeness of love. We call it 'the union of likeness' and the
fanner 'the essential or substantial union.' Tne union of
likeness is supernat.ural , the other nat.ural , Tne supernatura.l
union exists when God's will and the souls are in conformity,
so that ncthinq in the one is repuqnant. to the other. (23)

In 1b& Spiritual ~~t;cle St. Jot~ of the Cross fcrther expl~ins the

\"ayE that God and t.he soul relate:

.God's presence can be a£ ~~ree kinds:
~1e flrst is His presence by essence. In this way He is

present not only in the holiest souls, but also in sinners and
in other creatures. For with this presence He gives them life
and being. Should this essential presence be lacking to them,
they would be annitilated. This presence is never wanting to
the soul.

The secane is His presence by grace, in which He abides
in the soul, pleased and satisfied with it. Not all have this
presence of God, those who fall into mortal sin lose it. The
soul cannot know naturally if it has this presence.

The third is His presence by spiritual affection, for God
usually grants His spiritual presence to devout souls in many
ways, by which He refreshes, delights, and gladdens them.
(24)

Here St. John reemphasizes the same tl~s of relationship with God as

mentioned above. The first way is the ontological dependence that is in

the nature of the created soul. The second seems to be the justifying

presence of Goe that persons require for salvation, the tl~ of relation

to God Christianity in general seeks. The third is an rr.t irret.e

encounter with God Lhat the contemplative life nurtures. This last way

seems equivalent to the I union of likeness' that St. John speaks of in

the Ascent .Qf Mt.. Carmel.

A phrase that st. John of the Cross uses very often in describing

the ontological relationship with God that occurs in the mystical

(23) .The. Ascent .Qf,Mt. Carmel, Book II, en, 5, No.3, in Ka
vanaugh, p. 115-116.

(24) rrn-,», Snl'rl"tual~ ~_~_____ canticle, stanza II, No.3, in Kavanaugh, p.
449.
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encounter is of 'becoming God through par t ic.ipat.Lon, I St. JaM seeks

sor::e sort of deification of the human life, but it is clear that he

means it through a volitional and behavorial transformation and not an

ontological transforrration. Thus the intimate mystical encounter is a

volitional p&rticipation in God and not an ontologlcal elevation to God.

In the follovling passage st. Jo~~ states this explicitly:

A rr2I1 rrekes room for God by wiping away all the smudges and
smears of creatures, by uniting his will perfectly to Goc1 ls;

for to love is to labor to Givest and deprive oneself of all
that is not God. Wnen triis is done the soul ",'ill be illur.lined
by and transforrred in God. And God will so corrouni cat.e His
superr~t~ral being to it that it will appear to be God hi~self

and will possess all that God HimSElf has.
\~en God grants this supernatural favor to the soul, so

great a union is caused that all the tt.ings of bo~h God the
the soul become one in particip:mt t ransformat.fon, and the
soul appear's to be God more than a soul. Inoeed it is God by
participation. Yet truly, its being (even though tra~sfor.med)

is naturally as distinct from God as it was before, just as
the wi.ndow. although illumined by the ray, has an existence
distinct fram the ray. (25)

This passage sunrrar izes well St. John's poai t i.on that the myst.Lcal quest

is volitionally transfannative and does not involve a radical

ontological change. The will of the soul becomes tile vlill of God, but

the soul rraintains its identity and creaturely status.

Frithjof Schuon asserts in an article that St. John of the Cross

snould be classified as a 'passional I mystic. He defines this t}~ of

mysticism as having no involvement of the intellect in its method. He

says that this mysticism I is entirely centerecl on love-on the will with

its emotive concomitances-and not on gnosis.' (26)
Schuon describes

(25', .The. Ascent .Qf. lIt. carmel, Book II, 01. 5, in Kavanaugh, p,
117-118, see also p. 547, 377, 614, 559, and 531.

(26) Frithjof Schuon, 'The Characteristics of Passional Mysti
cism,' Studi~ in Comparative Religion, Vol. 13, Nos. 3-4, p. 187.
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passional mysticism in general and St. John of the Cross in particular

as being quite concerned with sentimental hun.i.Li ty and wi th an

individualized contemplative quest. Though st. John's mystieiE8 seeks a

negation of all the desires of the intellect and memory as well as the

will, the rnyst i cal exper ienees that St. John oescr ibes through

'spiritual marriage' and the trials of the 'dark night' reflee~ an

intense involvement of the emotions and c lack of concern vith the

faculty of the intellect. The union wi th God that St. John seeks

involves the will much more so than the intellect.

Schuon I s category of pasaional, rryst.ici.sm is useful in that it

emphasizes the psychological involvement that is so integral to St.

John's writings. It also distin~Jishes St. John's lack of concern for

intellectual involvement with God from other Christian mystics like

Heister Eckhart.

Comparative Discussion between Eckhart and St. John

MEister Eckhart and st. John of the Cross are two outstanding

Christian mystics. There are few, if any, scholars of rrysticisrn who

woula deny that these two are mystics. The boundries of mysticism are

by no means clear-cut. r~sticism has been defined in many ways. But

hCMever it is defined, Eckhart and St. John of the Cross must belong to

the mystical segment of Christianity.

Although St. John and Eckhart are both considered Christian

mystics, they are by no means totally alike in their theological and

philosophical thinking, in their general religious disposition, or even

in their interpretation of what their religious experiences were like.

From these contrasts, as well as froIT their sirrilarities, we can gain

insights into Christian mysticism.
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The lifestyles of both Eckhart and St. John were dorni.nat.ed by the

religious orders of the Catholic church. The Domirjcan and the

carmelite orders each aimeo at a life that would allow its rnerrbers

protection from worldly distractions and allow freedom for religious

devotion and service. The Dominicans were a mendicant order: they were

not cloistered in a monaster)' and spent much tine traveling and

teaching. The carmelites did live in monasteries and rerr~ined more

detatched from the secular world.

The duties of adr.~nistration of their orders were an important part

of the lives of Eckhart and St. John. Eckhart heavily involved himself

in the theological debates of his day, especially with the rival

Franciscans. He held numerous teaching and administrative positions

within the Dominican order. St. John played an imp:>rtant role in the

reformation of the carmelite order and in the administration of the

Decalced carmelite order that he helped found. Both men p.1t much energy

into the practical problems involved in governing their orders.

Eckhart and St. John were both well educated men and were trained

in theology. Although quite a span of time elapsed between the two,

they share a great deal of intellectual tradition. Thomism strongly

influenced both men. St. Thomas lived just a generation prior to

Eckhart and was a major influence on his theological and intellectual

development. But Thomas' influence was not short-lived. By the time of

St. John of the Cross, orthodox catholic teaching was still dominated by

Thomistic concepts. This influence of Thomism resulted in both men' s

theologies taking on many of the Aristotelian concepts which St. Thomas

incorporated into his writings. These concepts included that of

substance and its related doctrines.
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Both men's theologies define God in substantial terms. C<d is a

spiritual substance, different in kind from material substance c[ the

created world. Man, having a substantial, spiritual soul, is in the

intersection between these two levels of reality. An ontolosical

dualism pervades the metaphysical schemes underlying both men's

theologies. This dualism imposes an ontological separation between the

God and the world.

Eckhart's thinking was more heavily influenced by Platonic thought

than was St. John's. Thus his theology follows more in the tradition of

St. Augustine, Ploninus, Boetheus, and other Platonic Christians. As a

result of this influence, Eckhart gives greater metaphysical importance

to the abstract. Ideas, understood in Plato's sense, are an important

part of Eckhart's view of reality. The realm of Ideas in his ontology

lies somewhere between the Godhead, as Pure Being, and the material

world. St. John's theology does not exhibit nearly as much ~~oplatonic

influence. By his time the Aristotelian concepts of Thomistic

scholasticism were much more dominant.

Creation is an important act of God in the theologies of Eckhart

and St. John. God as the one who created the world out of n~thingness

characterizes the status of God in relation to the world. The created

awes its very existence to the Creator. Both men share this doctrine of

creation ~ nihilQ. Eckhart, again exhibiting Neoplatonic influence,

believes that the persons of the Trinity come about through emanations

Qut of the Godhead. Purer forms of Neoplatonisrn hold that all levels Qf

reality emanate frQm God. Eckhart rejected this doctrine insofar as it

contradicted the orthodox Christian doctrine.
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Closely related to the doctrine of creaticn is the belief in both

theologies ~~at God sustains reality as well as creates it. Eckhart

often ~~phasizes God as Being Itself which is the pure forr. of existence

that sustains partlcclar instance~ of be~ng. Tne created realm is

cont.inqent. upo.. God I S Being. Though St. John does not discuss this

topic In as much det~il, he gener&lly accepts the same doctrine.

Especially whe~ discussing the soul, St. John talks about the sustair.ing

subet.anti aj presence of GCX:: IS Bei.ng.

While both men describe God as Being, we noted that Eckhart

occasionally describes God as Intellect. Tnis view of Goe is probably

the result of his Neoplaton~c influence. Understood in this way, God's

metaphysical function involves knowing as well as existence.

Metaphysically, Understanding, or Intellect, is more fundamental than

Existence ~n certain parts of Eckhartrs writings. This doctrine of

Eckhart gives knowl.edqe an .irnportance to the mysti.caI patri not found in

the teachings of St. John.

Both St. John and Eckhart conceive God as unchansing. A static

i.deal dominat.es in both systems. In these dualistic ontologies, change

occurs only in the created world. Substantialist metaphysics describe

reality in such a way that change is derivative frore static existence.

God, understood as substance without accidental properties, is totally

removed from the possibility of ch~'1ge.

The at.t.r ibutes of God asserted by Eckhart and St. John give Him an

absolute and infinite character. Metaphysically, God transcends all

other aspects of reality. His being is different in kind from that of

anything else. Morally, God epitomizes all the qualities of perfection.

God does not fall within the limitations imposed by space and time,
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since He is a spiritual, non-rraterial Being.

At times Eckhart talks about God ir. relative terrr~, but this is in

tension with his metaphysical doctrines ubout God. I~ his distinction

between Godhead and God, he uses the concept of God to articulate the

mere relative aspects of the deity. These relative characteristics of

C<d do not belong to Him rretaphysically, but are the result of i~sing

worldly traits on what is really something radically different. God's

relative nature, as we noted in our discussion of Eckhart, is merely an

imperfect understanding of His true existence.

The concept of Christ plays an important part in both theologies,

but st. John emphasizes this aspect of Christian doctrine more than

Eckhart. It was noted that Eckhart really concerned himself ver2; little

with the hw~ existence of Jesus. wbat concerned him more was Christ

as the vIord, continually being begotten in mystical union \'1i th Goo by

the aristocratic soul. Understood in this way, Christ is an abstract

entity. St. John accorCiS Christ a much more central place in his

understanding. He accepted the catholic teachings concerr-ing the

relation of Christ to the hurran race. But St. John also saw Christ as

the best example to be f o.Ll.cwed in the spiritual path toward union with

God. Christ as the be.l.oved Bride of the Church which one joins in

spiritual marriage is a favorite metaphor of St. John of the Cross.

An important difference between Eckhart and St. John lies in their

doctrines concerning the hUITaD soul. Both understood the soul as

substantial and as spiritual. St. John believed that the human soul is

part of the created realm, quite removed from the nature of God's

reali ty. An ontological barrier divides the human soul and God. Such

is not the case in Eckhart's description of the human soul. Eckhart
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asserts that there is an uncreated part of the soul. Tnis 'aristocratic

agent' of the soul is on the some level of reality as is Goo. 'Inus I in

Eckhart's view, the hurran soul and God can indeed exist on the same

or.to10gical order.

Th:E difference i~ the ontologiC2~l status of the human soul has

profoLU1d iJr:1plications for the metaphysical expIanati cr- of vnat. gres on

ar. the expcr ience of the Christian mysti cs , Since no orrtoloo.ical union

1.5 rossible in St. John's theology, be mai.nt.e.ins that the nystical

oneness experienced is a volitional transfor.r:ation wtich he calls

'becorring God through participation. 1 This transforrr~tion occurs as

worldly desires are suppressed, so that the will of the soul conforrr~ to

tile will of God. Eckhart 1s doctrine goes beyond transfowrcation. Bis

clai~ iE that there is something ir. the human soul that exists on the

same level as God, and that the contemplative experience is a

realization of this aristocratic nature. This awareness is nurtured by

the rejection of \vorldly interests, that is, through an extreme

spir i tual poverty , Nystical experience yields the k:-.lO'V.11eoge mat there

is someb~in9 of tile Divine within the nurran soul. These two doctrines

offer gJite different metaphysical explanations for the spiritual

intirracy claimed bj the Christian ~rstics.

We have how looked at two very urportant Christian rnysti cs;

p~ though they have very much in common, the two also differ in important

ways. The teachings of both of these mystics depend on systems of

metaphysical assumptions which are do~inated by static concepts. But

metaphysics can stress process concepts instead of static ones. Such is

the thought of Al.f red North Whitehead. I will present his metaphysical

scheme in the next chapter. His system will be useful in providing a
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basis on which to discuss the question of haw Christian mysticism ITQSht

be interpretec ~n process terms.



IV. PLFPED NORT'"rl ~'JHITEHEl:D f S PROCESS PEILOSOPEY

Process theology is a non-trc.o:"tional in.terpr€tation of

cr"ristia~ity ~~at takes its ITetaphysical principles irer.. process

p~._-=-Jsophy, r cjcct i nc the static prin::iples vhich have beer: generally

assumed in Cnr i ct i.ar: thecrocy I' and which have domi.nateo philosophy in

the vJestern world since Plato and Ar i stot.Le, Trdoitionally-accepted

philosophical assumptions are turned upside down in process philosophy,

the relative ~psurps the absolute, change dorrinates the static, becOFcQng

stands over being, pluralism replaces dualism, freedom reigns instead of

deteDminism, and creativity characterizes ~~e universe. Just as process

philosophers argue that dynamic cateoori.es offer a better explanation of

human e~~rience, process theologians assert that Christiani~' is more

adequat.sIy formul.at.ed when based on process principles.

Alfred North h'hi tehead was one of the first rwent.i eth century

process philosophers to formulate a highly systerratic, fully developed

metaphysical scheme. He recognizee deer1y rooted problems in Western

philosophy as his interests grew from rrathematics to philosophy of

science and then to metaphysics. His metaphysical scheme is

comprehensive, detailed, and complex, and has been the focus of much

critical discussion. ~mitehead holds a most eminent position ~~ong

process philosophers, and many process theologians have been strongly

influenced b}T his thought. Not all process theologians agree on the

details of a metaphysical system for Christianity. But vJhitehead IS

sy·stem very often is an important element in Christian process theology.
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vfuitehead h~self was a philosopher, not a theologian. He

introduced God into his system for purely metaphysical reasons and not

to defend any particular religion. But he did associate his GoO with

thE intuitions of the higher reli~ions. This leaves to Christian

proceSf theo~ogians the tasK of
!. ••

syntnesizmc a l'rni t.eheadi.an

uncer st.andi.no of God with the God of the Chr i st i ar. faith. Tne aarn of

the present section is to sketch some features of

metaphysics, focusing especialIy on his understanding of God, in order

to provide a basis for discussing the relevance of process netaphysics

to Christian IT¥sticism.

Biographical InforITa~ion

An aoqua~ntance with vmitehead's personal life ~ight shea some

light on hiE philosophical outlook. He was born and educated ir. England

and spent his early career there. On February- 15, 1861 AlfrecJ North

vTnitehead was born to Alfred and ~Eria \'miteheao :n Ramsgate, Isle of

Thanet in Kent. He was the youngest of their children. lufred was

t~ught at home by his parents until he was about age fourteen whe~ he

was sent to SherborDE School in Dorset. His higher education began at

Trinity College, cambriage, in 1880. His forrral studies were in

~athematics, but he also developed interests in philosophy, religion,

politics and literature, though he did not attend courses ir. ~hese

disciplines. I~ 1884 he was appointed to the mathematical staff at

Trinity College.

In this early part of his career, Whitehead's most famous

achievement was his work with Bertrand Russell on Principia 11qthematica.

Russell was a student at cambridge whom ~bitehead recognized as

exceptionally brilliant. The two eventually became close friends and
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collaborated on Principia ~~thernatica. This work was an attempt to

derive the system of pure rrethematics from the principles of formal.

logic, demonstrating that logic is a more fundamental discipline than

rratbemat.i.cs ,

1910.

This project occupied ~ihitehead from 1900 until around

~Ethe~ztics continueo to dominate W11itehead's interest after he

resigned his teaching position at Cambridge in 1910 and TI10VeQ to London.

Here he wrote Au Introduction tQ r@thewztics and was appointed to the

Staff of University College. villile in London he held other positions,

including teaching applied mathematics at the lmperi21 College of

Science and ~€chnology and serving as chairman of the Governing Body of

GoldsITQth College.

The beginning of tne 1920's marked wt!itehead's turn of interest

toward philosophy of science. Bis writings of this period included An

EnqJiry Concerning the Principles Qf Natu;al Knowledge, The Concept ~

Nature, and.The PrinciplE: .Qf Relativity. ~'ihitehead by this time was one

of the most distinguished philosophers of science writing in English.

His move to America corrrnenced a per i.od in which ~'Jhitehead' s career

took a strong turn toward metaphysics. This move occurred ir. 1924, when

vfuitehead accepted a position at Harvard University as professor of

philosophy. In 1925 he produced Science~~ Modern World, which

criticized the doctrines of scientific rraterialism. This was soon

followed by Religion in ~ Making, a short book which sketches

Wnitehead's theory of the roots of relision in the solitary experiences

of h~l beings. ~fuitehead gave the Gifford Lectures at the University

c~ Edinburgh in 1927. It was for this that vmitehead developed the

technical structure of his 'philosophy of organism,' the narrle he gave
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to his metaphysical scheme. He expanded L~ese ten lectures into Process

.and Realit~r, his roost .impcrt.ant; metaphysical work. Adventures.Qf Ideas,

a restatement of ~'JllltE:nead I slater metaphysacal ideas, was published in

1933. Modes Qf Thought, published in 1938, contained Vfflitehead's

Qr!olysis of rBture in ~~e process terms developed in his earlier wcrks.

~'rnitehead I s interests in religion are espec i a.lly relevant to this

s::.udy. His early life was influenced by the Churcb of England, of wbich

his faLter was a IDlnister. He had a brief interest in ROITan Cathol:cism

shortly before his marriage in 1891. He studied Catholicism and read a

great deal of theology for about eight years. But afterward he gave up

interest in religion and entered a period of agnosticism. Tnis

agnosticism lasted for only (i fe,,:r years. He regained a~ interest in

God and religion, but never again was he a member of any church.

General Metaphysical Ideas

One Impor t.ant; characteristic feature 0: ~<'''nitenead's metaphysics is

its atoIT~stic structure. The world is composed of aiscrete bits of

reality. Whitehead conceivec the building-blocks of reality as events

of becoming that he calls 'actual entities' or factual occasions.'

Tnese are what vlliitehead considers most concrete in reality. (1) Actual

entities are brief pulses of reality. As soon as an actual entity

corrpletes its process of becoming, it ceases to be an acting part of

reality. Actual entities are to be understood as oynamic events wi.th

(1) Alfred North V~'hitehead, Process .and Reality, eds. David Ray
Griffin and Donald W. Sherborne, (New York: The Free Press, 1978),
p, 18. As a tool for interpreting this work, see, Donald W. Sher
borne, A.Key .tQ hUitehead'.s. Process .and Reality, (Chicago and Lon
don: The University of Chicago Press, 1966).
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both spatial and temporal dimensions, and not as static enduring

pa.rticles. Each actual entity is unique. This view contrasts greatly

with the concept of qualitatively identical static particles which

characterize some at~istic schemes.

Actual entities become as ~~ey do pertially tllrough their

e}~riences of other entities. vmitehead's use of the term lexperlence'

does not necessarily imply conscious exper i.ence , M actual entity may

or not be conscious of each of its experiences. There are two main

types of experience, conceptual and physical. Whitehead calls any

element of experience a prehension. Physical prehensions are of other

actual entities, and conceptual prehensions are of abstract

possibilities that wbitehead calls eternal objects.

h~itehead's definition of the actual entity reflects the importance

in his thought of the present moment. In vmitehead's system only actual

entities are fully real, and actual occasions exist only in the present

moment as defined by their subjective immediacy (or immediacy of

becoming). Future and past events exist derivitively and are not actual

in the fullest sense.

Endurance

Although the present moment is given emphasis, the factor of

endurance is not neglected. Endurance is an abstraction from a series

of actual entities joined by a path of causal inheritance and bearing a

close mutual resemblance. The intelligible world comprises relations

among actual entities. A group of actual entities united through their

causal connections, make up what v1hitehead calls a nexus. (2) A single

(2) Process~ Reali~, p. 20.
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o2tUal entity, becoming microscopically, is insignificant in isolation.

But a group of actual entities sharing a character becomes more forceful

in its influence upon experience. 11 social nexus is one in which a

particular characteristic is shared by each of its members. A si~gle

series of actual entities, temporally consecutive, sharing a character,

make up 1 endur i ng oDJects' (3)
and acco~~t for the phenomenon of

endurance. An enduring object is only a single strand of consecutive

actual entities. But rrany of these strands can combine to form a

spatia-temporal, social nexus that has the quality of endurance.

Whitehead calls these •societies. , A social nexus of this type is a

'corpuscular society.' (4)

This understanding of endurance contrasts with the concept of

substance in non-process metaphysics. Substance has often been

understood as the concrete, enduring reality. It is an alleged

substratum of reality that remains self-identical while enduring change,

it is the 'stuff' or 'matter' of the universe; it is the most general

category pertinent to reality. Substance, as such, cannot be perceIved.

It is a part of anything experienced, but cannot itself be experienced.

An extension of this belief in substance is that there are two ~s of

substance, phyaica.l and mental. This is the dualism that haunts viestern

philosophy. A soul is an example of mental substance, while all

material objects are characterized by physical substance. These two

~s of substance are generically different, forming ~lO metaphysically

opposing dimensions of reality.

(3) Process.and Reality, p. 34.

(4) Process.and Reality, p. 35.
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Whitehead asserts against this Vlew that the category of substance

is an unnecessary and debilitating burden to Western Philosophy. (5) It

is much simpler and more elegant to understand change as fundamental.

In viliitehead's understancing of actual entities and their relations, the

category of substance is totally rejected. Endura~cer rather than

being rr~taphysically concrete, is understood as an abstraction. Change

is rret.aphysicalIy fundamental, not 2I1 accidental feature of unchanging

substance. The common understanding of subs~,oe comrrits what vfuitehead

calls 'the fallacy of misplaced concreteness, I
(6) in assUQing the

co~crete reality of something which is really abstract. hbitehead sees

that substance adds nothing in explaining experience and even produces

serious philosophical problems. Therefore, according to vfuitehead, it

should be rejected from metaphysics.

Closely relating to wbitehead's concept of actual entities is his

'Ontological Principle.' (7) ThlS is the principle that anythinq which

exists rrust either be actual or be derivative fro~ something actual.

Thus anytrii.nq which has any claim to reality must in sane way relate to

an actual entity. For example, spatio-terrlporal, macroscopic objects are

real, since they are abstractions frOITl serially-ordered consecutive

actual entities, but they are not therrselves actual. Actual in this

sense means concrete and immediate. Stated differently, Whitehead is

saying that apart from actual entities, nothing exists at all.

( 5) Process~ Reality, p. 29.

(6) Process ~ F~ality, p. 7. See also Science~~ Modern
World, Section III.

(7) Process~ Reality, p. 24ff.
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Eternal Objects

One ciass of entities that pl~y an important role in vmiteheadls

metaphysics is the category of 'eternal objects.· These are

pot.enti aLs or univcr sals, cornpar'able to the Ideas or Forms in Plato Is

metaphysics. In contrast to actual entities whi8h alone are fUlly

actual, eterr~l objects are potential. They are not yet particular in

any temporal actual ent.i.ty but are potential in that they may ingress

into some p3.rticular actual e;;tity at some tirre. Eternal objects are

part of the data which actual entities must take into consideration in

their process of becoming. The r~ture of the existence of eternal

objects differs from that of actual entities. vfuile actual entities are

characterized ~7 their becoming, eternal objects exist unchanged and

fully determinate. As Ipure Potentials I or Iforms of definiteness I they

affect reality in their role as date for concrescing actual entites even

though they themselves are not actual. Tne eternal objects are part of

what i~ Igiven· to each actual entirj. Tney are pa~t of the experience

out of which an actual entity forms itself.

Creativity

Each

The ultimate metaphysical category in vrnitehead's metaphysics

. (9) t' the uni hi.bi t; t.i i tcreatiVIty. Each even In e ~~lverse eM!l 1 s crea IVl y.

is

process of becoDQng invclves decision, or an element of self-creation.

An actual entity decides how all its data are to be incorporated into

its concrescence or process of becoming. Latitude for decision is part

of the structure of reality in vfuiteheadls metaphysics. This latitude,

(8) Process~ Reality, p. 44ff.

(9) Process.and Reality, p, 7.
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or indeterminantness, on the rricroscopic level is the basis for

~\~itehead's claim that 'the ~~iverse is•••a creative advance into

l
' l (10)nove ty.

v~litehead's Doctrine of God

God plays an impJrtant role in vTnitehead I s metaphysics.

Incorporating God into his metaphysical sche~e was not sometting

vfuitehead did with little thought. He was severely critical of

philosophers who use God as a special exception to metaphysical

, '1 t ta h " . h (11) r.7t-.,' 1"teheadprlnclp es necessary 0 save a me P YS1CS' co erence. ViU

insists that he treats God as an example of all the principles that

obtain throughout his metaphysical scheme.
(12)

He felt that the

introduction of God was necessary for metaphysics to adequately explain

the universe as experienced by humans.

~nitehead did not exclusively equate the God of his metaphysics

with the Christian diety, but he did in a general way identify his

rretaphysical God with the God of the higher religions. hhitehead gave

religious intuitions a great deal of importance in forming his

metaphysical ideas. In this section it will be of interest to discuss

the characteristics of vlliitehead's God in relation to other aspects of

his metaphysics.

In his process metaphysics, v~itehead rejects the concept of God as

t tall ab 1 t ~ It' t (13) C t" 't ' l' t do y so u e ana U arna e. rea 1Vl Y 15 U t irra e an God must

(10)
Process £Dd Reali!4, 222.p.

(11) Process £nd Reality, 342-343.pp.
(12)

Process~ Reality, 343.p.

(13)
Process~ Reality, 21.p.
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obey this principle just as every other entity in the universe must ,

There is thus a strong element of relativity in God's nature. Whitehead

sees God as not being completely static and unchanging, but as

exhibiting, along with all the creatures in the universe, an ongoing

process of creativity.

~ .as. .an Actua' Entity

Whitehead defines God as an actual entity, though a unique one.

God shares the characteristics of the other actual er.tities. (14)
He is

concretely real. (15) .He experlences other actual entities and the

eternal objects, rreaning that He has both physical and mental

prehensions. God's uniqueness as an actual entity consists partly in

his everlasting becoming. While other actual entities become and then

perish in a fraction of a second, God maintains his becoming without

perishing. God is the only everlasting actual entity. Another facet of

God's uniqueness as an actual entity lies in that he prehends all actual

entities as they complete their concrescence. This gives to God a sense

of relatedness to all other entities in the universe.

~o Natures .Qf~

God's function in the world is too complex to be represented by one

single nature, in ~VhiteheadJs understanding. God is relative in some

aspects and absolute in others. Therefore vmitehead conceives God as

having two natures. One, the relative and inrnanent side, vJhltehead

calls God's consequent nature.

(14) Process~ Reali~, p, 18.

(15)
Process~ Reality, p. 345.

The other, the absolute and
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transcendent, is God's Primordial nature. In giving Goo these two

contrasting natures, Whitehead is trying to overcome the limdtations of

a God characterized by a single nature. These two poles of God's

existence account for the contrasting and paradoxical roles that God

plays in Whitehead's understanding of reality.

Whitehead considers the absolute characteristics of God to be part

of his primordial nature. Although Nhitehead's metaphysics is oriented

tOt/arc process, change, and relativity, he still recognized that

permanent, static, and absclute elements are an .impor tant part of

experience and must be given adequate consideration. Likewise,

Whitehead rejects God as totally absolute and statlC, but understands

God as having an absolute and non-temporal side.

~1.hitehead states that God's primordial nature is

abstraction, alone with himself.' (16) Thi~ is the form Goo

'God in

takes when

considered apart from all concrete thir.gs. The prinordial nature of

God has more to do with potentiality thar! actuality. But this

potentiality greatly affects reality. The existence of true

potentiality is an important characteristic of the universe as conceived

by vihi t.ehead, God plays an important role in the introduction of

potentiality into the world as it comes into being.

The eternal Objects closely relate to the primordial side of God.

It is in this part of God's nature that the eternal objects reside, or

are 'envisioned.' But they do retain their awn independent existence and

are not simply a part of God. This side of God maintains an eternal

envisagement of the eternal objects so that He can relate these pure

(16) .
Process .and Reallty, p. 34.
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potentials in a unique way for each concrescing occasion. (17) Part of

the becoming of any entity includes a prehension of God. (18) VYber: thus

prehended, God presents the eternal objects in a way that reflects His

primordial nature. 'Ihat is, He orders the eternal objects in a way that

would produce the greatest creativity or the hishest good if they were

to become actualized in just that way. ~~itehead states:

The wisdom of [God's] subjective aim prehends every actuality
for what it can be in such a perfected system. • • .' (19)

But this ingression of the eternal objects is not a deterrr~ned process.

Actual entities are not bound by God I S airn, They may choose to

actualize any, some, or none of the creativity suggested by God's

valuation of the eternal objects. Thus God'S role in relation to finite

reality is that of ir~luence and not of control.

From the perspective of the concrescing occasion, tb.is receiving of

God's i~£luence is its initial aim. In this interrel~tion bebJeen God

and an actual entity, irnpetus toward becoming is instilled in the

concrescing occasion. vfuitehead thus says of God that 'He is the lure

for feeling, the eternal urge of desire.' C20} In God, the principle of

unrest that perpetuates the becoming of the universe is universally

instantiated.

Contrasting with the prirrordial nature of God is his consequent

nature. This is the relative side of God. It complements and completes

the primordial nature. These ~JO natures of God are not separate

(17)
Process~ Reality, 344, 31, 207, 40, 87.pp.

(18)
Process~ Reali~, 88.p.

(19)
Process~ Realit~, 346.p.

(20)
P~ocess £nO Reality, 344.p.
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entities but are two aspects of the same entity. The consequent nature

of God is the aspect of God that relates to concrete actualities.

h7here the primordial nature is God r s influence on the worId, the

consequent nature is the world's influence en God. This aioe of God

represents God's prehension of the world. (21) P£ each actual entity

completes its process of becoming, it ceases to Exist concretely. The

universe in hbitehead's metaphysics is thus characterized by a

'perpetual perishing' of actual entities. But this is not the complete

extinction of that entity. As each entity per i shes , its f orrn of

definiteness or achieved actualivj is preserved in the consequent nature

of God. This taking into account of achieved actuality is God's

physical experience, just as His envisagement of the eterr~l objects is

Pis conceptual experience. The values achieved, the creativit~y realized

are thus saved in God's everlasting experience. v~itehead calls this

preservation in God the 'objective immortality' of ccrplE~ed entities.

This side of God continually changes. It is shaped by the outcome

of the world's process of bec~ing. God does not control the outcomes

of particular occasions, but he aoes eA~rience them and is thus truly

affected by the world. H~l things turn out does make a difference to

God. Whitehead states concerning God:

He does not create the world, He saves it: or more accurately,
He is the poet of the world, with tender patience leading it
by his vision of truth, beauty and goodness. (22)

~mitehead conceives this consequent side of GoG as preserving e1e

creativity achieved by the multiplicity of past actual entities, i.e.

(21) Process .and Reality, pp. 31, 88.
(22)

Process~ Reality, p. 346.
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the advance of the world that would otherwise be lost. 'Inus God is

dependent on the wcrLd just as much as the worLd is dependent on God.

This interrelation precludes an understanding of God as aloof from the

world, unaffected by it, but r~ing it \vi~l cc~plete control.

Contrasts~ Traditlonal Christian Doctrlnes

vfuitehead's metaphysics challenges many traditional Cnristian

notions of God. Christianity has ofter: described God as the absolute

ruler of the cosmos. We have seen that vJhitehead understands God's

power in exerting his desires ir! the world as limited rather than

absolute. To give to God absolute control would violate all the

principles of ~biteheadfs metaphysics, for it would preclude the

creativity, freedom, and genuine change which villitehead held as the

fundamental principles in his metaphysics.

A God having complete foreknowledge of events WOuld also violate

h'hitehead I s metaphysical principles. v7hitehead I s God kncws everything

in the past, but cannot kn~' the det2ils of the future. For &ny actual

entity in its concrescence, God kn~:s all its antecedents, but cannot

know what the final outcome of the concrescence will be. God has a

broader knowledge than any other actual entity since His primordial

nature experiences all the eternal objects and His consequent nature

experiences all past actual entities. Given this vast knowledge of the

world, God cer tainl.y has predictive abilities, but not absolute

foreknOYlledge.

hbitehead's God does not create the universe ~ nibilo, as God does

in traditional Christian theology. The relatio0 netvleen God and the

world is such that creati cr: is a mutual act. hniteheac states that :

It is just as true to say that God creates the World, as that
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the World creates God. (23)

God creates the world only in L~e sense that He provides the urge to

become in each actual entity. In giving each concrescing occasion its

.iru tial aim, God per f orms what; may be considered a creative act. This

is not a creation out of nothing but is a continual act of creation.

In His prirnoraial nature, God is an 'aborigir~l instar.ce of creativity,'

(24) b t ... t If Th . . th tl .thut no creatIvIty 1 se. IS VIew us contrasts grea y WI

the traditional Christian understanding of God the Creetor.

vfuitehead's Doctrine of the Soul

vfuitehead's doctrine of the human seul directly concerns the topic

at hand. To better understand the relationship between persons and God,

the metaphysical basis of human life must be clarified. ~\1hitehead

recognized that there is something in hUITa~ individuals that integrates

a vast quantity of inforrration and that is capable of exhibiting almost

unlimited creativity. Persons experience something within themselves

that endures, coinciding Y!ith, and even defining their own existence.

Traditional Christian theology has asserted that each person has a

'soul.' Since only persons have souls, there is a qualitative difference

between human beings and Lower forms of life. The soul is the locus of

personality and consciousness. ~bny theologians have categorized the

soul as a rrental substance, different in kind from its human body and

the rest of physical reality. The status of the soul and its relation

to the body has been extensively pondered througho~t the history of

philosophy.

(23) Process £nd Reality, p. 348.

(24) Process~ Reality, p. 225.
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In villitehead '5 system, the human soul is a spec.iel type of endur ing

b · t (25) T." t' be th dur iC Jec • v1e no eo a ve at an en urlng object is art abstraction

from a series of ~ctual entities that are causally connected and that

share some characL€ristic element. The human body is a complex

structured society organized such tllat 21: its functions and activities

are cirecteo by one controlling center. Tne hUITan brain directs all

biological activity. But not all human aCtivity can be reduced to

biological terms. Thoughts, emotions, and consciousness are very

important dimensions of numan life. ~~itehead proposes that there

exists in each present moment of human life an actual enti~' that co-

ordinates and integrates all the experiences, both mental and physical,

of the human organism. This regnant occasion makes decisions, reflects,

and performs all the functions in each present moment that comprise the

conscious mind. The soul is the series of these regnant occasions

throughout the living history of that particular individual.

vmitehead's term for the soul, thus understood is a 'living person.'

This concept of a living person accounts for both the qualities of

endurance and change that underlie the hurran personality. The qual i ty

of endurance is an abstraction from the historic route of regnant

occasions. These individual entities take account of all their

preaecessors through physical prehensions of the immediately preceeding

regnant occasion. Thus a continuity with the individual's past is

maintained. F~ch occasion adds its ~m measure of novelty and passes

this on to the next concrescence through its objective immortality. The

living person ~ t~us undergo great change while preserving a sense of

(25) Process~ Reality, pp. 109, 119.
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continuity with itself.

In Process ..and Reality hhitehead distinguishes between two modes

of experience. The mode of experience that he calls

presentational .irrmediacy is clear and conscious percept i on of rtinul i ,

This is t.he level of normal human sense percept i on, But triis mode of

experience is oer iveo from a more fundamental type which he calls

exper i ence in the mode of causal efficacy.
(26)

Expe~ience in ~~is mode

is vague and emotional, more a matter of deep feeling or visceral

awareness than of clearly discriminated contents. In contrast with the

clear perceptions of presentational immediacy, an undiscr Irninatcd

feeling of 'withness ' of the body characterizes causal efficacy.

Experience in the mode of causal efficacy enters conscious human

perception when experience in the mode of presentational immediacy is

suppressed. In Lcwer ferms of life causal efficacy is the only mode of

experience. It is 2. reaction to the environment without conscious sense

r:erception. This does not mean that Lover forms of life do not have

conceptual prehensions. No unit of experience is }X)ssible at all

without conceptual prehensions. Experience in the rrode of causal

effica~T terminates before it achieves presentational immediacy.

In this chapter, I have outlined vlhitehead's general netaphysical

position, his doctrine of God, and his understanding of human persons.

vmitehead's emphasis on process as over against static being has

pervaded this chapter. His treatment of God, hunan persons, and their

interrelations is shaped by metaphysical categories which emphasize the

reality of becoming over being. These metaphysic&l beliefs, we have

(26) .Process~ Eeallty, p. 81.
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noted, differ greatly fram those of the mystics themselves. The final

chapter will attempt to mesh process metaphysics ~ith the kind of

eh~riences aescribed by Christian mystics such as Eckhart and St. John.



v. CD~1PARISON OF STATIC A\"'D PROCESS METAPHYSICS M1D TEEIR
Th~ERPEETP.TIONS OF CHRISTIAN ~1YSTICISH

I bave showr, in the previous chapters haw Christian nysticism has

been interpreted through predo~nantly static, non-process metaphysical

categories. We saw that two Christian mystics, Meister Eckhart and St.

John of the Cross, in particularr interpreted their religious

experiences in static terms. These ~stics did not have available to

them an alternative system where the categories of thought are based on

process and change. In this chapter I will suggest hCM the experiences

claimed by the Christian mystics might be interpreted in terms of the

process metaphysics of Whitehead presented in the previous chapter. And

I will argue that this interpretation is more adequate to those

experiences than the traditional static view.

Before engaging in comparative discussion between process and

static metaphysics, let us briefly return to the problem of the general

relation between metaphysics and experience. I am attempting to

demonstrate that the experiences of the Christian ~stics can be

interpreted through metaphysical concepts other than those through which

the ~stics themselves viewed reality. The Christian mystics clearly

had profound experiences, and these experiences are of great interest to

the philosophy of religion. But the way that the nyst.ics have

interpreted their experiences might not be entirely appropriate to all

cultures and times. The metaphysical beliefs of the IT¥stics of

Christian history ITay not be relevant to today's world. I believe that
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it is not necessary to accept the Christian mystics' metaphysics, or

their particular beliefs about God, in order to recognize that they had

profoundly intimate ek~riences with God, which can be reinterpreted in

terms derived from some other metaphysical system.

I suggest that the connection between the contemplative experiences

of the Christian rryst.i.cs and their metaphysical assumpt icns is

relatively weak. In other words, metaphysical assumptions play only a

limited role in the way mystical experiences occur. For example, a

mystic whose metaphysics contains a belief in an all-encompassing ocean

of being that underlies reality might bring an expectation to that

experience that may become incorporated into the experience itself. But

I believe that such expectations or assumptions by no means completely

control the experiences. Rather, metaphysics plays its more irnp:>rtant

function in the subsequent interpretation of the experience.

"~at is more important in the occurrence of mystical experiences

are religious beliefs. Metaphysical assumptions and religious beliefs,

though they roth rrake statements about, reality, are distinct from one

another. Religious beliefs are less general than metaphysical

assumptions, explain reality from a more limited perspective, and are

usually not concerned with explaining the wide scope of experiences

which metaphysics must deal ~ith. How the mystic conceives the relation

between God and human beings determines the actions he will take

concerning his spiritual goals. The very basis for the mystical life

lies in the belief that there is a possibility of experiencing God in a

way more intirrate than He is normally experienced. But ITK)re than one

set of metaphysical assumptions can underlie such a religious belief.

For this reason, I maintain that the relation between religious beliefs
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and mystical experiences is closer than the relation between

metaphysical assumpti.ons and nyst.icaj exper i.ences, If one does accept

that Christian mystics did have experiences of GoO, it is not necessary

to accept their 0N!l metaphysical interpretations of their experi.ence ,

but only the religious belief that allONS the possfbiLity of the

experience.

The possibility rerrains that the Christian mystics used the

metaphysical concepts that they did because those concepts were in fact

more adequate for interpreting their experiences than any others,

including the process concepts to be argued for here. It is possible

that the Christian ~stics used static categories because their

contemplative experiences revealed an ultimately static reality. Though

this is a possible explanation for the mystic's metaphysical

interpretations, it is the one which I will argue against. There is

nothing that I have found in the writings of Eckhart and St. John that

suggests that their static concepts originated in their ~7stical

experiences. The mystics did not enter their experiences with a blank

slate of metaphysical categories. Rather, these two ~Tstics were

trained in an intellectual environment dorrinated by static metaphysical

assumptions before they became mystics. Tneir study of theology

instilled a scheme of metaphysical concepts into their thinking. Ana in

the case of both Eckhart and St. John, this metaphysics was based on a

static, non-process view of reality. No alternative metaphysical

systems were available to them where process is fundamental. I regard

the fact that both Eckhart and St. John viewed roal i ty through non

process metaphysics as the result of their intellectual environments

rather than as evidence that Christian mysticism confirms that reality
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itself is ultimately static.

A fundamental change of metaphysical concepts ir. the mystics'

thinking as a result of their experiences rraght be a reason for

believing that Christian mysticism is laden with certain metaphysical

ideas. But there is no evidence that such a change occurs in either

Eckhart's or St. John's thought. Their mature metaphysical schemes do

not exhibit concepts which are foreign to their earlier intellectual

training. It is true that they developed religious doctrines that

complement G~eir experiences, but they did not seem to need to change

their basic metaphysical assumptions to accommodate these doctrines.

If one accepts the proposition that there is not a necessary

connection between mystical experiences and one particular metaphysical

system, then the question of which metaphysics most adequately

interprets the mystics' experiences becomes relevant. It seems

reasonable to believe that metaphysical schemes other than the one held

by the mystics could interpret, to some extent, the mystics' basic

experiences. A more extreme posi tion, the one I am defending, is that

there are glaring problems i~ the metaphysical schemes of the mystics

and that a process scheme might more adequately interpret their

e;q::eriences.

Throughout this discussion I have used the doctrine of God as the

focus for presenting the metaphysical ideas about God of Eckhart, St.

John, and vfuitehead. I compared the ideas of Eckhart with those of St.

John of the Cross at the end of Chapter N. Here I will canpare

villitehead's process doctrine of God with the static views of St. John

and Eckhart. I will argue that vfuitehead' s God could be the object of

mystical exper iences and that villiteheac ' 5 system descr i.bec God in such a
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way that the relation cl.earred between the mystic and Goo can be given an

adequate netaphysical interpretation.

There are some radical differences between the metaphysical

characteristics of Goe in vfuitehead's scheme and the doctrines of God

found in the writings of ~~ister ~ckhart and St. John of the Cross.

Me:.aphysi cal disagreements about the nature of Goo have many

implications for conceiving the relationship betv!ee~ God and numan

persons. As we shall see, this relationship is a key issue in the

philosophical stu~l of Christian mysticism.

Both St. John and Eckhart define God in terms that rrake him

radically distinct from the rraterial world. ~~ey both define God's

transcendence b~y asserting that God is Pure Being, different in kind

from the contingent beings of the material world. This view of God

places an ontological barrier between God and the world. Such a radical

transcendence of God does not fit particul~rly well with the

understanding of Goa by Christianity in general or especially with the

experiences of the ~~stics.

A radically transcendent God would be inconsistent wiL~ God as the

ffi¥stics claim to ex~rience Him. Eckhart and St. John both deal with

this inconsistency by allowing God to relate to the world irnrranently,

despite their basically transcendent understanding of God. St. John

states that God condescends from His exalted, transcendent nature and

chooses to interact with the world by such acts as creation, His

sustaining presence, and especially ~~rough the incarnation.

Eckhart's doctrine of God stresses transcendence even more than

that of st. John. We saw that Eckhart states God's absolute otherness

through His qualities of Being, Intellect, and Unity. All three of
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these aspect.s of God set Him far apart frorn the world. 'Ihough Eckhart

at times speaks of God in relative terms, we noted that this manner of

speaking does not reflect his view of God's true metaphysical nature,

but is only an epistemological distinction.

It seems that both Eckhart and St. John have problems in finding

ways for God, defined in basically transcendent terms, to have a truly

imroGnent nature as well. Given their basic view of God as transcendent,

their attempts to make God also immanent sometimes appear artificial and

end up comprowising the original transcendence. A definition of God in

terms of a single transcendent r~ture see~ to limit h~7 God can also be

imrranent.

The view of God as having one single nature is characteristic of

static metaphysics. A basic assumption of static, non-process thought

is that ultirrate reality is final, complete, and thus beyond change.

Christian theology, when based on such metaphysical categories, equates

God with this ultimate reality. This conception of God necessarily

limits Him to having o~ly this one metaphysical r~ture. 1b conceive

that God had other metaphysical characteristics wculd contradict the

assumption that He is metaphysically ul t.irrat;e , vJhitehead, however,

rejected the assumption that God is metaphysically ultirrate.

Whitehead avoids the problem caused by defining God through one

single nature by asserting from the onset that God is just as much

irrnranent as He is transcendent. God in Whitehead I s system has two

natures which equally characterize Him. God's primordial nature is

predominantly transcendent, and His consequent nature is predowinantly

immanent. Since God is defined as having two natures, it is not

necessary to comprorrdse one nature for the sake of the other.
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vJ1:i tehead I s concept of God wi t.h two natures is much less Lirni t inc in how

it aescribes God's relations with the world than Eckhart's or St. John's

more single underst~~ding of God.

The mystical experiences of Eckhart and St. John seem to reflect a

very i.mnunent God. Tnei~ closeness to God is so great that; they call it

a divine union. But the rretaphysical categories in which they place Goo

so strongly stress His transc~ndence that this verj immanent relation

with the mystics seems out of place. l\7hitehead describes God in terms

that do not preclude such an immanent relationship with human

individuals.

One example of the weakness of static metaphysics in accounting for

God's i.mmanence is reflected by Eckhart's statements that God suffers.

Eckhart's religious feelings about God seemed to imply that God is so

close to the events of the world that He could feel the pains of its

shortcorrcings. But Eckhart's ~etaphysics defines God as entirely self

sufficient and metaphysically aloof from worldly events. For God to be

truly affected by particular events in the world would require

metaphysical categories that place Got in a closer ontological relation

with the world. It seems that Eckhart experiences things about God that

he does not havE the metaphysical categories to express.

'!his capacity for suffering on the part; of God that Eckhart

mentions is a central tenet about God in vllii tehead I s metaphysacaj

system. Whitehead conceived God as so intimately interrelated with the

world that He genuinely feels the losses incurred by unrealized

perfections. One characteristic phrase of vlliitehead is that ' •God

is the great companion--the fellow-sufferer who understands. I (1) This
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the Cross define God

understanding of God.Whitehead's

level of imrranence far

metaphysical scheme.

Eckhart anc St. John

racically OpPJSC

exceeds

of

that allOr/ed by ~~ister Eckhart's

in terrr..s which

The former define

God as Being wru.Le the latter defines God as becoming. Tnere is a basic

cisagreement as to whether God is fundamentally s~tic or in process.

Both Eckhart and St. John depict God's most basic property as pure

undifferentiated being. They describe God as Beins Itself, in contrast

with all particular beings, which are metaphysically derivative. These

two ~rstics consider God as already complete, perfect, and satisfied.

Such a God in no way can be dependent on the world or De &ffected by it

in any meaningful sense.

Contrasting vi th this understanding of God, Whitehead defines God

as an actual entity that is intertwined with the process of the world's

advance. hbitehead's Go6 is not yet complete; He is continually

experiencing process and Q~dergoes change. Tne outcome of the world's

cor.tinual advance has a profound effect on Gocl's everlasting process of

becoming. vJhitehead conceives a mutual influence bety,een God and the

world. God affects the world and the world affects God.

This quality of becoming seems to more adequately reflect the

nature of God as experienced by the Christian mystics. Eckhart uses the

quality of being to emphasize the seperateness of God from the world.

We noted that Eckhart claims that God's pure being is different i~ kind

from the being that material things possess. This higher status of

being implies ir-~ God an aloofness that is in contradiction wi th the

(1) Process~ Reality, p. 351.
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intimac~y felt by the mystics. A God of being, as described by Eckhart,

ey~ibits fir~l completeness and ultimate self-sufficiency. hnitehead's

God of becanring is closely interrelated with the world, exr~biting a

true metaphysical interdependence. His process of becoming is affected

by the outcomes of events in the \vorld, in His consequent nature. The

degree of closeness to human persons is greater for a God in process

because of this metaphysical interdependence.

How God experiences time is a metaphysical aspect that exemplifies

the relation between God and the world. We saw that both Eckhart and

St. John depict God as beyond the restrictions of time. They adhere to

the doctrine that all sequential occurrences of worldly time are

exper i.enced in an Instant by God. Whitehead, however, viewed God as

unfolding through time. Whitehead conceived God as an everlasting

actual entity. But He is also unique in that He is a non-temporal actual

entity. He does not exist for only an instant like other actual

entities. Still God's non-temporal status does not mean that He enjoys

an2' special privileges all~'ing Eim to escape time's consequences. The

part.ici.pati.on of Wnitehead I s God .ir. tine is another metaphysical

characteristic that places God on closer terms with the world.

An important concern in evaluating the treatment of mystical

experiences in a metaphysical scheme is with regard to the adequacy of

its explanation of the intirrate exper iences between the mystic and God.

The ~stics assert the reality of their close relation to God. A

metaphysics that cannot give appropriate metaphysical interpretation and

status to their experiences is less adequate, at least in this context,

than one which can. I suggest that the met.aphys.i cs of ~'Jhitehead offers

a doctrine of God that more adequately expresses the source of the
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eh~riences of Christian mystics.

We have seen that the mystics themselves do not

ontological implications of their mystical experiences.

agree on the

Meister Eckhart

asserts that mystical conte~p12tic~ reve&ls an ontological union between

the soul and God which taxes place on a very t ranscencent. level. Hamer

than suggest that such an intirrate relation takes place on the human

level, Eckhart maintains that there is a spark of the Divine within the

human psyche. God need not condescend to the human level to intirrately

relate to a hurran soul. vle noted while discussing Eckhart's

interpretations of mystical experiences that he conceived persons as

having an inner 'aristocratic l nature that is on God's ontological level

of existence. In mystical experiences, God relates to this aristocratic

nature and not to the less spiritual aspect.s of human beings. But St.

John believes that the soul and God can never meet ontologically. What

occurs in the mystical experience is a volitional and behavorial

transformation where the will of the soul becomes ve!l' close to the will

of God. We see here blO quite different metaphysical interpretations

of the intimate experiences claimed b¥ these two Christian my2tics.

Both interpretations aiIT. at e)~lai~ing the profoundly intimate

relation with God that the mystics feel. Eckhart and st. John both also

want to avoid compromising God's transcendence. Eckhart tries to avoid

this by asserting that the union is ontological. There is something in

the soul which is divine, and the union thus occurs on God's ontological

level. st. John maintains God's transcendence by denying that IlTj"stical

union is ontological.

The intiwate experiential relation between a Christian mystic and

God can be more adequately interpreted in vmitehead's process
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metaphysics. It seems clear that there cannot be an ontological union

between a living person and God in vmitehead I s syst.ern but that there

can be a very great intimacy between them. It is not posaibfe in

vfuitehead's scheme for the actual entities which make up a living human

person to merge ontologically into that actual entity whi cr, is God.

There is a mutual rel&tion bet~een these actual entities whereby one

has a real effect on the other. But each of these actual entities

retains its own independent identity, achieving its own synthesis of its

world.

'Ibe fact that an ontological union is not poss.ibte between God and

human persons does not mean that the exper ienti.ar union of nyst.ical

experience cannot be given a metaphysical explanation in vlliitehead's

system. An ontological merger is not necessary to provi de an adequate

metaphysical interpretation for mystical experience. We noted that the

metaphysics of St. John does not alIow ontological union. Since St.

John does not insist that mystical union wi til Goo be ontological, there

is no reason to believe that there is something in the IT2Tstic's

experience itself that requires this particular metaphysical

interpretation.

Whitehead depicts the normal relation between God and living

persons as a pervasive and ever-present fact of life. There is a very

close interrelation between the world and Goj in vfuitehead's system.

Some of the data of the actual occasions which constitute a living

person originate from God. The initial aim, the very urge toward

creativity, originates from God's primordial nature. villitehead thus

understands God as part of the process of the life of a living person.

But this normal role of God is not necessarily consciously experienced.
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God's presence in the unfolding of a living person is so constant that

it tends to evade the attention of consciousness.

This pervasive, continual presence of God as part of the process of

a living person coincides with the religious intuitions of many persons,

But the e)~riences describeo by the Christian IT¥stics are something

beyond this intuition of God's continual presence. The experience of

the ~stics seems to be much more intense. God's presence, as expressed

by the mystics, is immediate and intensely conscious. These Christian

nyst.ics experience God so passionately that they test the Limi t.s of the

language and symbols of their faith when they interpret their

experiences.

It is possible to interpret the mystic's intense experience of God

through Whitehead's metaphysical categories. villitehead ' s

interpretations of human experience, together with his doctrine of God,

all~v an intense, intimate relationship to occur between a hUITan living

person and that unique actual entity which is God. The normaLly

unconscious presence of God can at times be consciously focused on and

experienced. Experience of God is normally in the mode of causal

efficacy. Mystics, however,want to intensify the experiences of God in

this mode of experience. John Cobb, Jr. offers an explanation for haw

this shift in modes of experience might occur in a villiteheac1ian

theology.

Cobb, a prominant process theologian, presents an interpretation of

religious experiences in his book, h Christian Natural Theology. He

notes the distinction, made above, betMreen the religious experiences

that are pervasive and continual and ones that 'seem wholly

di t.i 'th~' l'f' (2)lscon lnuous Wl orolnary 1 e.
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Cobb suggests that these more ir.tense experiences represent a more

complete continuity with God than during normal times. He explains this

increased continuity with God through an analysis of villitehead's model

of human experience. The human living person normally obtains

eA~rience fro~ several sources: fro~ past occasions of its ~~ historic

route of regnant entities governing the living personJ from actual

entities of the body over which it presides; from other living persons,

and from God.

Cobb suggests that mystical experiences would occur when the

regnant actual occasion inherits from GOO more strongly and the

importance of the other factors of experience are mitigated to

triviality. During mystical experiences, feelings of personal identity,

physical sensations, ordinary sensorry experience, and relations with

other persons become overwhelmed by the feeling of union with God. We

have seen in the previous chapters that this is what the contemplative

lifestyle of the Christian mystics nurtures. The rrwstic di~Jpishes his

own will so that his volitional identity becomes that of God.

Asceticism and physical discipline control and mitigate physical

sensations so that they do not interfere with the union with God. The

I1¥stical Journey, especially as lived by St. JOM of the Cross, is one

of extreme solitude. These dimensions of the I1¥stics' lifestyle

mitigate the other channels of experience so that experience of God can

dominate conscious perception.

(2) John Cobb Jr., h Christian Natural Theology, (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1965), p. 233.
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The implications of Cobb's analysis can be seen in the lives of

both Eckhart and St. John. The actions and beliefs which tnese two

~Tstics promoted seem to fit in well with the metaphysical

interpretation offered by Co~b. Eckhart 1s virtue of spiritual poverty

can be seen as a means whereby all channels of exper Lence , except God IS,

are suppressed. In his sermons, Eckhart teaches that persons who wish

to experi.ence God must empty themselves of all that is not GOO,

including the non-spiritual aspects of their own personality. This

emptying is the realization of the iwier aristocratic nature. Once all

is emptied, only the Godhead remains. The Dark Night that st. John

endures achieves the same emptying through a more severe, solitary, and

ascetic lifestyle. wbile Eckhart emphasizes the intellect in this

emptying, St. John concerns himself more with the passions. But both

descriptions of the mystical path cut off the aspects of human

exp2rience mentioned by Cobb: the ~st events of the mystic's life,

ph1Tsical desires and feelings, and other persons in the world.

Experience of God totally dorrJnates curing the mystical encounter.

Wniteheac's model of human experience and doctrine of God can thus

account for the relation with God claimed by the Christian mystics.

Both Eckhart and st John explain the metaphysical basis for mystical

experience as a certain state of being in relation to God, who is

understood in static concepts. The process view, ha.-.rever, interprets

the mystical experience as a mutual encounter between a human person and

God, who both participate and influence the experi.ence , In its basic

terms, the static view emphasizes mysticism as a state of being, while

the process view emphasizes mysticism as a dynarrcic relationship. I

believe that the interpretation of mystical experiences given in process
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terms offers a viable alternative tc the traditional non-process

interpretation of Cnristian mysticism.
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